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Theory of Biaxial Graded-Index Optical Fiber
1. Introduction
1.1 Review of Previous Research
The optical fiber has become a much studied transmission system due to its property of
wave guidance with low loss. In recent years it has been shown that introducing anisotropies
into the dielectric medium of the fiber produces several interesting features, such as control
of power flow and reduction of peak attenuation near cutoff.
Typically the analysis of wave propagation in a cylindrical dielectric waveguide such
as an optical fiber is performed using a wave equation formulation. For the simple case
of a step-index fiber a detailed analysis, including dispersion relations, cutoff" conditions
and mode designations,ispresentedby Snitzer[I].Paul and Shevgaonkar [2]presenta
similaranalysisfora uniaxialstep-indexfiberand alsoperform a perturbationanalysisto
determine the modal attenuationconstants.These are the only two casesfor which exact
solutionsareknown.
For inhomogeneous fibersno exact solutionsare known. For the caseof an isotropic
graded-indexfiberseveralapproximate analyticsolutionmethods are available.These ap-
proximate solutionsallsharethe common assumption thatthe fiberisinfiniteinextent.In
additionifthe permittivityisassumed to vary slowlyoverthe distanceof one wavelength
the wave equation formulationsimplifiesto an asssociatedscalarwave equation. If the
permittivityprofileisparabolicthe solutionto the scalarwave equation can be written
in terms of eitherLaguerre polynomials [3]ifcylindricalcoordinatesare used or Hermite
1
2polynomials [4] if rectangular coordinates are used. For arbitrary permittivity profiles the
scalar wave equation can be solved using the well known WKB solution method [5], [6]. For
parabolic permittivity profiles all three solution methods give identical results. Under the
assumption that the fields are far from cutoff Kurtz and Streifer [7], [8] have shown that a
solution to the full vector problem can be written in terms of either Laguerre polynomials if
the permittivity profile is quadratic or asymptotically in terms of Bessel and Airy functions
for arbitrary permittivity profiles which decrease slowly and monotonically. A comparison
of the vector and scalar solutions for the quadratic permittivity profile implies the vector
modes can be obtained by simply renumbering the scalar modes [91. Using the renumbered
scalar modes as a basis Hashimoto [10], [11], [12] and Ikuno [13], [14], [15] have developed
two slighly different iterative methods which can be used to solve the full vector problem
for an isotropic graded-index fiber.
An alternate formulation of the problem is to write the four first-order differential
equations for the tangential field components as a first-order matrix differential equation.
For a step-index fiber with uniaxial core and cladding Tonning [16] has shown that the
matrix formulation can be solved exactly in terms of Bessel functions. For isotropic graded-
index fibers with arbitrary permittivity profiles Yeh and Lingren [17] have indirectly used
the matrix fomulation in developing a numerical solution method based on the concept
of stratification. Using the concept of transition matrices Tonning [18] has developed a
numerical procedure which can be used to solve the matrix differential equation for isotropic
graded-index fibers.
1.2 Outline of Proposed Research
This thesis concerns itself with the general case of a biaxial graded-index fiber with a
homogeneous cladding. Two methods, wave equation and matrix differential equation, of
formulating the problem and their respective solutions will be discussed.
For the wave equation formulation of the problem it will be shown that for the case
of a diagonal permittivity tensor,_, the longitudinal electric and magnetic fields satisfy a
pair of coupled second-order differential equations. Also, a generalized dispersion relation
is derived in terms of the solutions for the longitudinal electric and magnetic fields. For the
case of a step-index fiber, either isotropic or uniaxial, these differential equations can be
solved exactly in terms of Bessel functions. For the cases of an isotropic graded-index and a
uniaxial graded-index fiber a solution using the Wentzel, Krammers and Brillouin (WKB)
approximation technique wilt be shown. Results for some particular permittivity profiles
will be presented. Also the WKB solutions will be compared with the vector solution found
by Kurtz and Streifer [7].
For the matrix formulation it wilLbe shown that the tangential components of the
electric and magnetic fields satisfy a system of four first-order differential equations which
can be conveniently written in matrix form. For the special case of meridional modes the
system of equations splits into two systems of two equations. A genera] iterative technique,
asymptotic partitioning of systems of equations, for solving systems of differential equations
is presented. As a simple example, Bessel's differential equation is written in matrix form
and is solved using this asymptotic technique. Low order solutions for particular exam-
ples of a biaxial and uniaxial graded-index fiber are presented. Finally numerical results
4obtained using the asymptotic technique are presented for particular examples of isotropic
and uniaxial step-index fibers and isotropic, uniaxial and biaxial graded-index fibers.
For purposes of comparison and verification a purely numeric solution method is also
presented. The algorithm used by Yeh and Lindgren [17] is improved to handle the case of




Consider a circularlysymmetric opticalfiberwith the geometry shown in figure1. The
region0 _< p < a isreferredto as the core and the regiona _<p _<b as the cladding.
The permeabilityof both the core and claddingisp0, the permeabilityoffreespace.The
permittivityof the claddingise0ecwhere e0 isthe permittivityof freespace and ecisthe
relativepermittivityof the claddingand is assumed to be a constant. The permittivity
of core ise0_,where _, isthe relativepermittivitytensorof the core and in generalisa
functionof positionin the core. Also itisassumed that the radiusof the cladding,b,is
sufficientlyargeso that the fieldsin the claddingdecay exponentiallyand are essentially
equal to zero at p -- b. This eliminatesthe need to impose boundary conditionsat the
air-claddingboundary.
Consider the case where the permittivityin the core,_ isgiven by
= = eo o ; (2- i)
0 0 e3(P) p,_.
where el(p), _2(P) and e3(p) are the relative permittivities in the p, ¢ and z directions
respectively.
For time harmonic fields in a source free region, MaxweU's equations can be written as
V x H = j_eoe, E, (2 - 2)
V x g = -j_poH, (2 - 3)
V.D=0, (2-4)
V-B : 0, (2- 5)
u6
Co
Figure 1 Geometry of the fiber
where eo and/_0 are the permittivity and permeability of free space, and w is the angular
frequency. The problem is to find a solution for eqs. (2-2) to (2-5) in cylindrical coordinates.
If the z and ¢ dependence of the fields is given by
e-jB,+jm¢
where/3 is the longitudinal wavenumber and m is any integer ( because the fields are periodic
in ¢ with period 27r ), then eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) can be written in cylindrical coordinates as
m
--/'/, +/_H, = weo_lEp, (2 - 2a)
P
dHz
-j_Hp dp - jweoe2E¢, (2 - 2b)
_dp(pH¢)-JpHp=jweo_3Ez, (2- 2c)
f'n
--Ez + _E_ = -_oHp, (2 - 3a)
P
dEz
j_Ep + d---p- = jw_H_, (2 - 3b)
ld
-_(pE_)- J:Epm = -jw_oS_,. (2- 3c)
pap---- P
2.2 Wave Equation Formulation
2.2.1 Derivation of Differential Equations
Setting h = ZoH, where Z0 = V_0/_0 is the impedance of free space, eqs. (2-2a) and (2-3b)
can be written as the following system of equations in the unknowns E v and he:
rn




where ko = w_ isthe wavenumber offreespace.Similarly,eqs.(2-2b)and (2-3a)can
be writtenas:
•dhz
koe2E, + _h v = 3--_p ,
13E¢ + koh v m .E Z •
P
Solving eqs. (2-6) and (2-7) for Ep, he, E¢, and hp gives
(2-7)
1[__ ._ds,1Ep = k--_t1 hz - 3 --_-p J, (2-8a)
he = k--_t1 h= - jko¢, , (2 - 8b)
1 [___ dh.] (2-8c)E_= k_ E. + jk0 dpJ'
hv = k.._t21[-mkoe2_ E, - j/3 dh" ]dpj (2 - 8d)
where
kL = kg,. - Z=, . = 1,2 (2- 9)
is the transverse wave number. Eq. (2-8) gives expressions for the transverse field compo-
nents in terms of the longitudinal components Ez and h=.
The remaining two equations (2-2c) and (2-3c) can be written as
dE s E¢ "
d-'-"p+ p 3m Evp + jkohz = 0, (2 - 10a)
dh¢ he jrn
d--_ + hp - jkoezS= = 0. (2 - 10b)P P
Substitution of eqs. (2-8a,c) into (2-10a), and eqs. (2-8b,d) into (2-10b) yields:
_: E, \' :v\' k_ Jk°h'm.k : + ) + + kt2P
jm2 k° h m13
.., _ E"+ jkoh, = O.fl k fl p
,_ ,.-:r-= - Jkok--_,_] + h, kh _',ktlP
jm2k°e2 --_-h_, - jkoezE,
+ k_2p 2 Ez- kt2p
(2- lla)
=0 (2-1_b)
where ' = d/dp. Simplifying eq. (2-11) by collecting common derivatives of E, and h, gives
the following
k_2 h_ kt%(1 ms
h_+ (_-2kt2) ,+ - k_lp2)h"
jm_ 1- k! 2 _ E: - 2 _ Ez 1 =0,
kop k_l ] t2 J
q - e3 k_p
jmfl 1 - _ =
(2- 12a)
(2- 12b)
In general, eqs. (2-12a) and (2-12b) are coupled except for the case m = 0. This implies
that the general solutions of eqs. (2-12) are of a hybrid type with both E, _ 0 and h, _ 0.
Eqs.(2-12) can be written in a more covenient form if we make the following substitu-
tions
and
(In e_t211)' n2e_ (2 - 16)
- ,1(,1- :)"
9It is also convenient to make a change of variable from p to the normalized radius r where
r = p/a and a isthe core radius.Using eqs.(2-13),(2-24)and (2-15),eqs.(2-12)can be
rewrittenas
E__ ÷ A(r)E _.+ A2gl(r)E. r '= P2( )h. + q_(r)h_,
h_ + f2(r)h_ + A2g2(r)h_ = pl(r)E _,+ ql(r)E.,
(2- 17a)
(2- 17b)
where ' = d/dr, A 2 = (koa) _ and
1 _i(r) (2- lSa)fl(r) = _ - el(r)[el(r)- _2]'
1 _(_) (2-isb)12(_)- _ _2(_)- ,_'
e3(r)_ , , [1- m2e2(r)g,(r)- (-_[ellr)- K_] A2e3(r _- K2]r21, (2 - 18c)
g:(_) = [_2(r)- _] 1- A_h(V)- _]_: ' (2 - lSd)
L J'
jmK [e2(r) - ,,(r)]
ql(r)- jmK.[_L_(_-_(_)K21' (2- 18g)
im_ [ d(_) ] (2-_sh)
From eqs. (2-18e) through (2-18h) we can see that the differential equations become de-
coupled for threeparticularcases.For so calledmeridionalmodes m isequal to zero and
from eqs. (2-18e) through (2-18h) it can be seen that Pl, P2, ql and q2 are also zero. For
an isotropic and uniaxial step index fibers el and e2 are equal and constant, therefore, from
eqs.(2-18e)through (2-18h)p_,p2, q_ and P2 are identicallyequal to zero.
2.2.2 Derivation of Dispersion Relation
For the region r < 1, let the general solutions of eqs. (2-17a) and (2-17b) be given by
Ez = Ae(r), hz = Bh(r),
10
(2- 19)
where A and B are constants. Using eqs. (2-8b,c) in eqs. (2-8b) and (2-8c) the tangential
components rE¢ and the can be written as
rE,= Ae(r) + Jk°r Bh'(,) (2- 20a)
a_t2 "ak_2
jkoel, Ae'(r_ (2 - 20b)the = Bh(,) -2 , ,
aEtl
where e'(r)= (d/dr)e(,) and h'(,) = (d/dr)h(,).
For the region r > 1, el, e2, and e3 are equal to a constant e_. Under these conditions
eqs. (2-17a) and (2-17b) simplify to Bessel's equations of the variable kta, where k_ =
k02ec -/32. For guided modes we require that B 2 _> k_ec and that the field be of the form
e -'r_ as r tends to infinity, with 7 > 0. If we let 7 2 = -k_ we can choose K,_(Ta,), the
modified Bessel function of the second kind, as the solution which satisfies the requirement
of a decaying exponential. E. and hz can then be given by
E= = CKm(Ta,), h. = DK,,,(Tar), (2-21)
where C and D are constants and 7 2 = -k_ = 8 2 - k2oe_. From eqs. (2-8b) and (2-8c) the
tangential components ,E_ and rh¢ for r > 1 are given by
jko,
mE cgm(Tar)- --Dg'm(Tar) (2- 22a)
tee - a7 2 a7
j koecr
mj3 Dgm(Ta,) ÷ _CK_(Ta, ) (2- 22b)
the - a7 2 a7
11
where K'_('yar)= dK,_('yar)/d(Tar ).
At r -- 1 the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields, Ez, hz, E¢ and
he must be continuous. Using eqs. (2-19) to (2-22) the boundary condition can be written
mrs
0 0 /i/(i/0 h(1) 0 -K.,CTa) /




jk0., o,_,_ _h(1)a_tl t_ )
must be identically equal to zero.
-K,_(-_a) 0
o -K,,(_)
._ Km('_) @ K" ('_a) (2- 9_4)
For convenience let e = e(1), h = h(1), e' = e'(1), h' = h'(1), kL(1 ) = kL, Kr_ =
K,..(Ta), and K" = K'_("la). By expanding the determinant and performing some algebraic
mamipulations the generalized dispersion relation is given by




For an isotropicstepindex fiberel, _2 and es are allequal to the constant e_. Eqs. (2-17)
then simplifyto
E; + I E' + [(kta) 2 m2]" - Ea = O,r a "-_
" - ha = O,
r a
where (kta) 2 = A2(e, - t_') or kt_ = _rko2 - _2. Ez and ha are then given by
(2- 26_)
(2- 26b)
E= =A3_(ha,), ha=BJm(k_a,), (2-27)
where A and B are constants. By substituting eq. (2-27) into the generalized dispersion
relation given by eq. (2-25) and making use of the fact that for a step index fiber kt21 =




where 7_ =/3 2 - e_ko2.
(2- 2s)
For a uniaxial step index fiber e_ = e2 # e3 and ea and Cs are constants. Eqs. (2-17)
simplify- to
1 E' [_(kta) _ rn2]E'_'+ r ,.+ Lea - _ Ea=O
h'z' + lhtx + [(kta )' m2]r ---_-h,=O
where (kta) 2 = AZ(q - _z) or kz = qk_ - f12. By defining an amsotropy parameter
p_ = es/¢a,the solutionsofeqs.(2-29a)and (2-29b)are givenby
E, = AJ,_(pktar), ha = eJ,,,(ktar), (2- 30)
13
where A and B are constants.By usingeq. (2-30)ineq. (2-25)and making use ofthe fact
that k_1= kt22= k_ the dispersionrelationfora uniaxialstepindex fiberisgivenby [2]
To/ = 4 ,k, J,...(pk,a)J (2-31/
[1 J-(k,o)1
A representative case for both an isotropic and a uniaxial step-index fiber is presented.
When rn = 0 the solutions of the dispersion relations, either eq. (2-29) or (2-31), are either
transverse electric, E_ = 0 or transverse magnetic, hz = 0 and are designated by the notation
TEo_ and TM0n respectively where n = 1, 2, 3,.... When m > 0 the electric and magnetic
fields for all solutions have components in the axial direction, i.e Ez _ 0 and h. _ 0 and
are therefore designated as hybrid modes. A hybrid mode is arbitrarily designated as EH
(HE) if at some arbitrary reference point Ez (hz) makes a larger contribution than hz (E_)
to the transverse field. A less arbitrary classification scheme, which gives the same mode
designations, based on the ratio of H_ to E_ at cutoff has been proposed by Snitzer[1] and
refined by Safaai and Yip[19].
As an example of an isotropic step-index fiber the relative permittivities of the core and
and ec 2 respectively where n_ 1.515 is the refractivecladding are taken to be e_ = n_ = nc =
index of the core and nc = 1.5 is the refractive index of the cladding. Figures 2 and 3 are
plots of the normalized propagation constant, _ =/3/ko, versus the normalized free space
wavenumber, A = k0a for the cases m = 0 and m = 1 respectively. Two notable features
are that the TEo_ and the TM0_ modes are essentially degenerate except close to cutoff
and all modes except the HEll mode have a finite non-zero cutoff frequency.
As an example of a uniaxial step-index fiber the relative permittivities in the core and
14
claddingare taken to be _1 = E2 = nl, _3 "- n_ and Ec -- n_ where nl = 1.515 is the
refractive index of the core in the p and _ directions, n3 = 2 is the refractive index of the
core in the z direction and nc = 1.5. Figures 4 and 5 are plots of _ versus koa for the cases
m - 0 and m = 1. A comparison of eqs. (2-27) and (2-30) implies that the introduction of
anisotropy into a step index fiber affects modes where E, makes the larger contribution to
the transverse fields, i.e. TMo_ and EH,_,_ modes. A comparison of figures 2 and 4 show
that the TE0_ modes for the isotropic and uniaxial step-index fibers are identical while
the TMo_ modes for the uniaxial case are displaced from the corresponding TlVlo_ for the
isotropic case. Comparing figures 3 and 5 it can be seen that both the EH and HE modes
for the uniaxial fiber are displaced from the corresponding mode for the isotropic fiber. As
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Figure 5 Uniaxial step-index fiber: m = 1
2.2.4 WKB Solutions
17
In order to solve eq. (2-17) for the case of an inhomogeneous fiber some simplifications
must be made. If we assume the variation in the permittivities is very small over distances
of one wavelength and the core is infinite in extent ( eliminates need to impose boundary
conditions ) then the WKB method can be used. For the case of an isotropic or uniaxial
graded-index fiber e:(r) = e2(r) and eq. (2-17) simplifies into
1, (2 32a)E_=' + -E z + A2g:(r)E. = 0,
r
h" + :-h' + A2g_(r)hz= 0, (2 - 32b)
r z
where g: and g2 are given by
Let E. be of the form




Substituting eq. (2-34) into (2-32a) and dropping common factor of E_ gives the following
differential equation for ¢(r)
ik0¢" - ko_(¢')_ + jk0¢, + A_g: = 0
/,
(2- as)
If gl is a slowly varying functon of r then ¢(r) can be approximated by
and
¢(r) _ ¢0(r) + _¢1(r);
1 !
¢' = ¢_+ Fo¢1,
_o 1 ,)2(¢')_ = (¢_)_+ ¢_,¢'_+ _(¢I







Using eqs. (2-36a) through (2-36d) in eq. (2-35) gives the following equation relating ¢o and
¢1 to the functions ]1 and gl.
jko¢;'+ j¢l'- ko_(¢;)_ - 2ko¢;¢_- (¢_)2
jko .i., J ,
+ "-_--wo + r¢1 + A2gl = 0 (2 - 37)
Recalling that A2 = (koa) 2 , if we equate like powers of ko we obtain the following equations
for ¢o and ¢1:
Solving eq. (2-38a) gives
Eq. (2-38b) can be written as
or
(¢_)2 _ a2gl = 0,
J ,
j¢_' - 2¢_¢_ + _¢o = 0.
¢o = ±af _dr
•¢_ - 2¢_+ j = 0,





Using eqs. (2-39) and (2-40) Ez can be written as
19
e+Jko,f V Y' d,
E, = (2 - 41)
Using the same method hz can be found to be
e+ jkoa f gv/_-_)d_
hz = (2-42)
vq[a g2( )]l/4
The mode condition for a V_rKB solution [201,[6 ] requires that
r2 1koo _dr=(n+_)Tr n = 0,I,2,... (2-43)
!
where i -- 1,2 and rl and r2 are the turning points (zeroes) of gi. An exact solution of
eq. (2-43) is possible only for a small number of permittivity profiles. In general, eq. (2-43)
must be solved numerically to determine the allowable modes.
Consider the case where the permittivity profiles in the core are given by
el(r) = _iI1 - 2Air_' 1 i = 1,2,3 (2 - 44)
where ai is a parameter which describes the shape of the permittivity profile,
Ai- e_-e_ i= 1,2,3 (2-43)
2ei
and el is the relative permittivity at the center of the core. The value of the parameter
ai must be greater than or equal to one. Note that in the limit ai _ oc the permittivity
profileapproaches the profilefor a step index fiber.
Let us consider the special case of an isotropic graded-index fiber.with a parabolic






er0") = er[1-2Ar 2] (2-47)
A -- Er - Ec2_ (2-48)
For this choice of e_(r) it is possible to analytically solve eq. (2-43) to obtain the allowable
modes.
The turning points rl and r2, determined by setting g(r) = 0, are given by
_r-- K 2




A - er --K2
2_,A (2- 50a)
17l 2
B - 2erAA_ " (2 - 50b)
When m = 0, substituting eq. (2-46) into eq. (2-43) and integrating, using rl and r2 given
by eq. (2-49a), results in the following mode condition
A 2_( er-n2 r=(n+l m=O. (2-51)
Solving eq. (2-51) for _ gives
'_= kS= " (2. + 1) m = o. (2- 52)
21
Similarly,when rn _ 0 substitutingeq. (2-46)intoeq.(2-43)and integratingives
_)_- _# o. (2-s3)
Substitutingforrl and r2 from eq.(2-49b)and solvingfor_ resultsin
,_-_= , (I_I+2_+1) _._o. (2- 54)
Plotsof K versuskoa forthe casem = 0,1 m_d 2,when _ = 1.515and n_ = 1.5are shown
in figures5, 6 and 7. At the presenttime theseWKB solutionswillbe designatedbythe
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Figure 6 WKB solution for an isotropic graded-index fiber: m=O
For the case of a uniaxial graded-index fiber el(r) _ es(r) and the functions gl(r) and
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Figure 7 WKB solutionforan isotropicgraded-indexfiber:m=l
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Figure 8 WKB solutionforan isotropicgraded-indexfiber:m=2
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_l(r) in eq. (2-33b) is equal to e(r) in eq. (2-46) then the solutions of the modal condition,
eq. (2-43), when i = 2 are identical to the solutions for the isotropic case.
Again, consider the case where the relative permittivities in the core have parabolic
profiles. The solution of the mode condition, eq. (2-46), when i = 1 must be found by
numerical integration. These solutions corresponding to the solutions of eq. (2-32a) for E,
and will be designated as E,_,_ modes. The solution of the mode condition when i : 2 are
identical to the solutions for an isotropic graded-index fiber given by eqs. (2-52) and (2-53).
These solutions correspond to solutions of eq. (2-32b) for hz and will be designated as Hmn
modes. Figures 9 and 10 are plots of t¢ versus k0a for a uniazdal graded-index fiber for the
cases m = 0 and I with nl = 1.515, nz = 2 and nc = 1.5.
It is important to remember that the Ez and hz given by eqs. (2-41) and (2-42) are
not solutions of the complete vector problem given by eqs. (2-17) and (2-18) but are rather
solutions of a related scalar problem given by eqs. (2-32) and (2-33). Assuming an infinite
core, an alternative solution of the scalar problem for an isotropic parabolic-index fiber [41,
[21]isgivenby
E_, h_ = Bran L e- 2 _ .o J
and
(2-55)
- + 2n+1) (2-56)
where rn = 0,1,2,...,n = 0,1,2,...,So is the characteristicspot sizeof the medium
definedas So_ = a/ko2v/__-A,A,L_ isa generalizedLaguerre polynomial and B,_n isa modal
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Figure I0 WKB solutionfora uniaxialgraded-index fiber:m=l
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Assuming an infinitecore and the fieldsare farfrom cutoffa vectoranalysisof an
isotropicparabolic-indexfiber[7],[9]givesthe followingforthe transversefields:




( p__m_ /p_, ____)_ (2-sT)
{ k0_,- _[m + 2(n- 1)] i= 1;ZL. = , (2- ss)
where rn = 1, 2, 3,..., n = 1,2, 3,..., and the upper(lower) sign corresponds to i = 1(i = 2).
When i = 1 it can be shown that the solutions correspond to HE modes while when i = 2
the solutions correspond to EH modes. For the special case rn = 0, meridional modes, it
can be shown for the TEo_ modes that
Ep=0 and E¢=-q(2) (2-59a)
while for the TMo_
Ep= @(2) and E¢=0 (2-59b)
where for both TEo_ and TMo_ modes
an
Z_ = k0_, s°_. (2-00)
Comparing the scalarsolutionsgiven by eqs.(2-55)and (2-56)with the vectorsolutions
given by eqs.(2-57),(2-58),(2-59)and (2-60)itcan be seen that
_s¢_ for HE,_,_ modes;
/_ve_t_ = _',_-1,,_-1 (2 - 61)
_-'_,_ f_s¢_t_r forTEo_, TMo_ and EHmn modes,
t"m+ l,n- 1
/_sc_larisgivenform 0,I,2,...,and n = 1,2,3,. where f_cto_isgivenby eq.(2-58)and _.,,,,,,
by eq. (2-56).
2.3 Matrix Differential Equation Formulation
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2.3.1 Derivation of Differential Equation
In general the solution of eq. (2-17) is not possible except for the case of an isotropic or
uniaxial core. A direct series solution for a more general case is not possible except for the
case when rn : 0. However, a series solution in this case still may not be possible due to
the poles in fl(r), f2(r), gl(r) and g2(r). The WKB solution of eq. (2-17) while useful for
determining propagation constants away from cutoff is essentially the solution of a scalar
wave equation. It also ignores the effects of electromagnetic boundary conditions and the
effects of coupling between E, and h,.
An alternative formulation [181 is to write eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) as a set of four first
order differential equations in terms of the tangential field components. This formulation
preserves the vector nature of this problem and permits the use of the boundary conditions.
Eqs. (2-2) and (2-3) can be rewritten as
E.: weoell [pH_ +_H¢],- (2 - 62a)




-_-_(pE¢) : jrnEp - jwl_opH_
dItz
dp






where eqs.(2-62a)and (2-62b)representtwo scalarequationsand eqs.(2-63a,b,c,d)repre-
sentfourfirstorderdifferentialequations.Substitutingeq.(2-62)intoeq.(2-63),recognizing
that ko = w_, Zo = x/_//_0 and _ = jg/koand making a change of variablefrom p to
a normalized radiuss,where s = kop --(koa)r= Ar gives
mt¢
dE__..y__= -j_h_ + !(_1 - _2)(sh¢),
ds s_l sel
d j (m2 ,n,_(,E,) = -- - _l,_)h, + j--(,h,),
dh_ .m_-- = _E_ - (_2- ,_)(sE_),ds s
d J(rn 2 ess_)E *- jma(sE¢).d-S(_h,)= -_ -












)j m_ _j ( 2) 0 7;-' "
-j(m 2 - eas 2) - 0 0
(2 - 65c)
For the special case of meridional modes, m = 0, eqs. (2-64) can be separated into two
systems each containingtwo equations.The firstsetcorrespondingto transversemagnetic
modes can be written in matrix form as
where
du (TM) _ !A(TM)(,S)U (TM) (2 - 66a)
and
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u(TM)- (E_ ,h,)r (2-s6b)
A(ZM)(,)- (0 ._(_i--_2)).j_3s2 0
The second setcorrespondingto transverseelectricmodes can be writtenas
du (T_') _ 1A(TE)(S)u(TE )
where





A(T_)(_)= ( ° -J(_:- _:)) (2- 6Tc)
-js 2 0
Eqs. (2-65), (2-66) and (2-67) can be solved by several different method depending upon
the choice of permittivity profiles in the core. For the case of a step-index fiber, either
isotropic or uuiaxial, an analytic solution of eq. (2-65) in terms of Bessel functions [16], [18]
is possible. This analytic solution is identical to the exact solutions given in section 2.2.3.
For the case of an isotropic graded-index fiber an approximate method using the concept
of transition matrices [16] can be used.
For the more general cases of a uuiaxiM or biaxial graded-index fiber these two previous
methods are not applicable. The first method can be used in an approximate manner for an
uuiaxial graded-index fiber by assuming the permittivities are piecewise continuous. This
isequivalentto the stratificationtechniquewhich willbe discussedinsection3. The second
method can not be used for eithera unia.xialor biaxialgraded-indexfiberbecause the
formulationdepends upon a symmetry in the matrix A(s) which ispresentonly for the
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isotropicase.
What isneeded isa solutionmethod which can be used with allpossibletypesoffibers,
isotropic,uniaxialand biaxial,stepor graded-index. One such method isthe method of
partitioningof systems of equations [22].This method involvestransforminga system
of firstorder lineardifferentialequationsintoa system of equationswhose solutionsare
easierto find.The solutionobtained using thismethod isvalidwherever the Taylorseries
expansion for A(s) isvalid.The form of the solutionmethod presentedin the following
sectionisbased on the expansion of A(x) in positivepowers of z in contrastto the usual
form where the expansion isin terms ofpositivepowers of 1/x.
The reason for using thisalternativeformulationshould now be readilyapparent. If
the relativepermittivitiesare of the form givenby eq. (2-44)the polesofA(s) are located
outsidethe fibercorein the regionr > i. The seriesexpansion isthereforevalidfor the
entirefibercore.In contrastthe system obtained by writingeq. (2-17)in matrix form has
polesin the region0 < r < 1 whenever eitherel(r)or e2(r)isnot a constant.
2.3.2 Series Expansion
3O
Consider the following system of n linear differential equations
du 1
- ACz).(_), as z --, 0 (2- 68)
dx z q
where u is a column vector, q is an integer greater than or equal to 1 and A is a N x N
matrix given by
¢o
A(_) = Z A.," as__ O. (2- 09)
_0
We seek formal solutions of the form
u(z) = y(x)xae ^(_) (2- To)
where _ is a constant,
with A_,, = 0 for n >_ 0 and





y(z)= Zy.z '_ asx_O (2- 72)
n=O
Substituting eqs. (2-69) to (2-72) into eq. (2-68) and equating powers of z, we obtain
equations to determine successively An, a and y,_.
2.3.3 Asymptotic Partitioning of Systems of Equations
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It is possible to simplify the system of equations by transforming them into some special
differential equations whose solutions are easier to find. Let
u(_) : P(z)v(z) (2- 73)
where u and v are column vectors and P(z) is a N × N nonsingular matrix. Using eq. (2-73),
eq. (2-68) can be transformed into
dv 1





z qdP'zj{ _-A(z)P(z)-P(z)B(z). (2-76)
dz






as Z -'-'_ O_
(2-_7)
where Bn representsa Jordan canonicalmatrix. The lefthand sideof eq. (2-76)can then
be written as
oo oo
_{/.dP(_)_ Z.p,_.÷{/_, : Z ("-q+ _)P--{/÷_"d_
_=1 'in.={/
(2- 78)
while the right hand side of eq. (2-76) can be written as
,lA(z)P(z)- P(z)B(_) = E AtPn-l- PIBn-t z'_.
rt=0 ----
(2-zg)
Using eqs. (2-78) and (2-77) eq. (2-76) can be written as
(n - q + 1)P,.,_q+_z _ = E AtPn-, - P_B.-t z"
n=q rt=0 L|=0
Equating like powers of z we obtain
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(2-80)
AoPo- PoBo = 0 (2- 81)
for z ° and for x "_, n > 1,
n
(n - q + 1)P_-q+l = _ (A_Pn-/- PIB_-/)
1=0
where P_-q+l = 0 for n - q + 1 < 0. Rewrite eqs. (2-81) and (2-82) as
(2- 82)
Bo = PfflAoPo (2-83)
and
n--1
AoPn-PnBo=(n-q+ 1)Pn-q+a - E (A,_-tPz - P,_Bn-t) (2-84)
1=0
where Po is chosen so that Bo is a Jordan canonical matrix. Multiplying eq. (2-84) from
thele_ by Pffland pullingthefirsttermoutofthesummationgives
pfflAop n - pfflp.B o =
= (n- q + 1)PfflP.-q+l - PoaA.Po + PolPoBn
- Pol E (An-tPI- P,Bn-,)
/=1
Now define the matrices W,_ and Fn as
(2- ss)
Wn = PfflPn (2- 86)
and
Fn = PoIAnPo + Po IE (An-zPt- PtBn-t). (2- 87)
I=I
Eq. (2-85) can then be written as
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BOW,, - WnBo = (n - q + 1)Wn-_+a + B_ - Fn (2-88)
If Po can be chosen so that Be is diagonal then it can be seen from eq. (2-16) that
(Bo)/i=Ac i=1,2 .... ,N (2-89)
where Ai is the i'th eigenvalue of Ao. When B0 is a diagonal matrix the expression BoW. -
WnBo has zeroes along its main diagonal. Eq. (2-88) can be easily satisfied by setting
{(Fn)il, i = j; (2- 89a)(B.)Ij = 0, iCj,
and
(W,_)i i=0 forn>0.
For the particular case q = 1 eq. (2-88) reduces to
(2 - sgb)
(Bo - nI)Wn - W,_Bo = B_ - Fn (2-91)
where, using u:_ = (W,_)ij and f_ = (rn)ij,
(Bo-nI) - W,_Bo
0(A2 - A1 - n)w_ 1
= /CA3 A1- ,_),_1
\CA3 A1- ,_)w_.1
0
(Aa - A=- n)waJ
(Aa - A=- n)w_ =
CA= Ao- ,_)_'._ CA=- A,- n)w._,
(2- 92)
and
Blr_ -- Fn _ -
0 la2 .ca' sa'),a' 0 f_' _i:| S._ S._= o (2- 93)
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Eqs. (2-91), (2-92) a_nd (2-93) can be used to find W,. Note, if Ai- Aj- n = 0 and f_J _ 0
it may not be possible to find W,_ and therefore it may not be possible to find a solution.
Using eqs.(2-86)to (2-90)the matricesBn and Pn, n : 1,2,3,...can be found using
an iterativeprocedure.Aftercompleting the desirednumber ofiterationsthe matricesB(z)
and P(z) can be approximated by seriesconstructedfrom B_ and Pn, n = 1,2,3,....Since
B(z) isa Jordan canonicalmatrix eq. (2-73!can be easilysolvedfor the elements of the
vectorv(z). Then, using eq. (2-73)the solutionfor the vectoru in the originalproblem
can be found.
As an example of thissolutionmethod letus considerBessel'sequation
_d_y _ (2 94)z _+z +(z 2-m2)y=O
or equivalently
Letting
=_ = + (=2_ m2)y: o. (2- go)
dy (2- 96)
y = ul and z_zz = u2
eq. (2-95) istransformedinto
xd_




- A(z)u (2- 98)
dz z
0 1) (2-99)A(=)= m2_=2 0
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Comparing eq. (2-98) with eq. (2-68) we see immediately that q = 1. From eq. (2-99) we
have An = 0 forn > 2 and
( ) (0 0) (00)0 1 , AI = A2 =Ao = m2 0 0 ' -1 0 .
Ifm _ 0 the eigenvaluesofAo are ±m and the matricesPo and Po I
(2-100)
can be chosen as
(2- 101)
so that
From eq. (2-87) we have
Bo=PoiAoPo. = IO 0 I (2-102)
--m .
F1 = PoIAIP0 = 0 (2-103)
and thereforeBI = WI = PI = 0. SinceBI,WI and PI are allidenticallyequal to zero,
from eq. (2-87)
1 I-1 -1 t (2-104)F2 = PolA_Po = _ 1
from eq. (2-90)
1 (-1 O) (2-105)B2 = _ 0 1
and from eqs.(2-91),(2-92)and (2-93)




P2 = PoW2 =
m+1 vn+l
(2- lOT)
Notice that both W_ and P2 are undefined when m = +I and as mentioned earliera
solutionmay not be possible.For the moment ignorethisproblem with W2 and P_ and
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proceed with the solution. It will be shown later that this problem can be alleviated by the
appropriate choice of integration constants.
Continuing the solution procedure we find Fs, B3, Ws and Ps are all identically equal
to zero. The fourth iteration of the procedure gives
and
1 / ,_+1 m-1 (2- 108a)F4 = _ :
m+l m-1
I _n-Fl
B4=8 _-_m: 0 ±
I"n--1
1 f 0 I(,_-1)(,n-2)
1W4 = _ (,.+1)(,_+_) 0
(2- losb)
(2- losc)
( 1 1 )_ 1 (m+l)(,_+_) (m-1)(m-:) (2 - 108d)P4 8m 2 (m+l)(m+_) (m--lllm-2)
The matrices B(x) and P(x) can be approximated as
Substituting eq. (2-109a) for B(x)in eq.(2-74) gives
and
a_ - I [(Bo)_,+ (B_),,,:+ (B.)_,:']_,dx m
- m _ 8m2(-m H- I) vl
dv_._._2= _1[(Bo)2_ + (B_)22 m2 + (B4)::z4] v2dm x
_ 1 -m+ + v2





Solvingeq. (2-110)forrl and v_ gives
.2 1+ Im--m-{-_"+'_







where C: and C_ are integrationconstantsand m # 0.
Noticethat v:(z)isundefinedwhen rn = -I and v2(z)isundefinedwhen rn = i. Also
noticethat the matricesP2 and P4 are undefined when rn = +1 and in additionP4 is
undefinedwhen rn = +2. In factifmore iterationsare performed one would findthatthe
matrix P2k isundefinedwhen rn = +I,+2,...,+k. Itappears the eventualsolutionfor
u:(z) and u2(z) will always be undefined when rn is an integer in the interval [-k... k]
where 2k is the number of iterations performed. This problem can be easily overcome by
setting C2 = 0 when rn > 0 and C: = 0 when m < 0. However, the two solutions which are
obtained are not independent solutions when m is an integer. A careful inspection of the
expressions for v:(z), v2(z), P2 and P4 show that
and
_,(=)==-_ = ,,:(=) (2-112_)
(P=),==-_ = (P=),: (2-112b)
(P4)i2 -,=-,7,= (P4)i: (2-112_)
where i = 1,2 and (P-)ij is an element of P,,. Therefore, it is only necessary to consider
the solutionsforrn > 0.
We can then write
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(_1)((PO)ll÷_P,)l,.'÷_P,)l,,'_vl
u2 = (Po)21+ (P2)21z2 + (P4)21z4]
X2 / _2
= Clz TM + _ e-r-_
m - 4(--_-4-_
(2-113)
The constant C1 can be determined by examining the solution of u2 at x = 0 when m = 1.
When m = 1, u_(z) = z dJ1/dx or
dJl(_) _(_) - C_ 1- 1+
but at z = 0, dJ]/dz = 1/2 and u2/z = C1 therefore C1 = 1/2. The solution of eq. (2-94)
for m > 0 can be written as
( ., [ .. ]}-'I-'1- _ 1+_ (_ 114)lzm 1+ 1+ e -Y(Z) = 2 4m(m + 1) 2m(m + 2)
Now consider the solution of eq. (2-94) when m = 0. Prom eqs. (2-98) and (2-99) we
haveq= 1, An=0for n > 2,
() (OoO) (o o)0 1 A1 = A_ =A0 = 0 0 ' 0 ' -1 0
and Ao has two eigenvalues equal to zero. Since A0 is already in Jordan canonical form let
Po = Po 1 = I where I is the identity matrix, so that
(°0B0 = PolAoP0 = 0 (2- 116)
is also in Jordan canonical form. Performing four iterations of the solution procedure results
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in the following matrices:
Fi = Ba = Wl = P1 = 0
(oF_ = PolA_Po = -1
B2=0
W2=P2=] 2 I
F_:B3=W3=P3 =0 _- -_
F4 = Pg A2Po_ 1 -1
1(oo)B4 = _ 0 -I
W4 = P4 = _-_ 8
The matrix B(z) can be writtenas
B(_)_ Bo+B4z 4 = (0 1)z,0 -7
Eq. (2-74) can then be written as
dr1 1




__ -- _ -- V 2
dz 4
Solvingeq. (2-I18)firstforv2 and then forvl resultsin







= C2 + Cle-_llSln(_) + Cx / Z3e-='/lSln{z _4 " "
dz (2- 119b)
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where 6'Iand U2 are integrationconstants.In orderforv1(z)to be finiteatz = 0 (assumes
the desiredsolutionisJ0 not K0 ) the constant CI must be identicallyequal to zero,.or
v1(z)--C2 and v2(x) --0. The solutionsofeq. (2-98)can then be writtenas
u(_)= P(_)v(_)
1 - _- + _ (2- 120)
= C2 _ z_
-_-+_
When rn = 0 the solution of eq. (2-94) can be written as
_(_) = c_ 1- 7- + _ (2- 121/
which is simply the truncated series expansion for Jo(_)
2.3.4 Solutions for Transverse Modes
Assuming the individual elements of the matrices A(TE)(s) and A(TM)(s) can be expanded
as Taylor series, a completely general solution to eqs. (2-66) and (2-67) can be found in
terms of the coefficients from the series expansions. After two or three iterations of the
solution procedure the resulting matrices become cumbersome and further iterations are
tedious. If the form of the permittivity profiles is known in advance the iteration procedure
can often be made more manageable.
Let us assume the permittivityprofilesareof the form givenby eq.(2-44).In particular
choose allthe profilesto have a parabolicshape i.e.al = 2 i= 1,2,3. Itshouldbe noted
that sinceel(r)and e2(r)must be equal at r = 0, itisnecessaryfor el(0)= e2(0)and
AI = A2. Since al = as = 2 thischoicefor the permittivityprofilesdoes not strictly
containan example ofa biaxialgraded-indexfiber.Ifhowever, in the finalresulteitherAI
or A2 but not both issetto zero then the resultingsolutionisa validexample of a biaxial
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graded-indexfiberwhereeitherel(r)has a parabolicprofileand e2(r)isa constantor el(r)
isa constantand e2(r)has a parabolicprofile.
Ifallthreepermittivitieshave parabolicprofilesthen
_i(s)= _(I-2_°s_) i= 1,2,3 (2-122)
where s = kop = koar and A ° = Ai/(koa)2. Substitutingeq. (2-122)intothe expression





for n : 1,2, 3,... where k_v1 = el - I(2. Similarly the expansion of A (TE) gives A (TE)




where k_v2 = e2 - _2. Sincethe two eigenvaluesof both A_TM) and A (TE)are identically
equal to zerothe matrix Po in both casesmust be chosen so that Bo isJordan canonical
matrix. SinceA(oTM) and A_ TE) are of the form
(o;) /_-_A0 = 0
ifPo ischosen as




Bo = PolAoPo = 0
where eq. (2-127)is validfor both A(oTM) and A(oTE).
Since Bo is not a diagonal matrix the choices made in eq. (2-89b) for the elements of
Wn will not in general satisfy eq. (2-88). For the particular case q = 1 if the elements of
B,_ are chosen using eq. (2-89a) the elements of W,_ must be chosen so that eq. (2-91) is
satisfied. For a 2 × 2 matrix eq. (2-91) can be written as
where w_j = (W,_)ij and f_J = (F,_)ij. Solving eq. (2-128) for the elements of Wn gives











22 11 12 _2z12
w,_ - w,, +f_ " Jn -2f_ 1
n n 3
Eqs. (2-66) and (2-67) can now be solved iteratively using eqs. (2-86), (2-87), (2-89a) and
(2-129).
After performing N iterations the matrix B(s) for either eq. (2-66) or (2-67) can be
writtenin the form
B(s) = ( Bll(s)O B2_(s)l ) (2-130a)
where
N
Bii(s) = E (Bn)iisn
n.=l
i= 1,2. (2- laOb)
Note that the summation in eq. (2-130b) starts at n = 1 because (B,_)ii = 0
Substituting eq. (2-130) into eq. (2-74) gives
dvI I rn _






Solving eq. (2-131) firstfor v_(s) then for v1(s) gives
v_(s) = C2e _'_(')










In order for vl(s) to be finite at s = 0 it is necessary to choose C2 to be identically equal
to zero in eq. (2-132). The solutions for vl(s) and v2(s) can then be written as
vl(s) = Cle _(') (2- 133a)
v2(s)= 0. (2- 133b)








Pij(s) = E (P,)ijsn. (2- 134b)
_=0
If four iterations axe performed for the transverse magnetic case using the A_ M) 's given
in eq. (2-123) the solutions for Ez and she can be written as
±kLcl _1 ,3k_l,_E_
e3 [ ,_ 4
Similarly for the transverse electric case hz and _E¢ are found to be
4
[k___ L4 1 0 .'see = -C1 ----22s2 "__2 s4| e'2A2"i- . (2 -- 136b)16 J
An important question to ask at this time is whether or not these asymptotic solutions
correspond to any known solutions, preferably an exact solution. The only comparison
which can be made with an exact solution is for the case of either an isotropic or a uniaxial
step-index fiber. The asymptotic solutions for the transverse modes in a step-index fiber
axe obtained by setting A ° = 0, i = 1,2, 3 and ,2 = e_ in eqs. (2-135) and (2-136). For the
tra_verse electric case the asymptotic solutions for h, and see axe given by
k 2 k4
N1 32h_ = -jk_aC1 (1 - + (2-13 o)
k2 k 4
N1 2
sEe = C1 (- + (2-13Tb)
-5-'
and for the transverse magnetic ease Ez and sh¢_ axe given by
• r _a_ +
Zz - _ k_/1CIL1 '3k2'l 4 \_1]('3_2k_Vl$4]--_ J (2-- 138a)
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(2- 138b)
q 2 \q/ 16 J.k
where k_v1 = el - _2 for both eq. (2-137) and (2-138). From eqs. (2-8b), (2-8c) and (2-30)
the exact solutions for the transverse electric case are given by
hz = BJo(kNls)




and for the transverse magnetic case the exact solution is given by
Hz = BJo(_kNls)
s
sh¢ = J k_ 1 ds - -j XN1 V el
(2- 140a)
(2- 140b)
If C1 = jB/k_l in eq. (2-137) and C1 = -jelB/k_l in eq. (2-138) then it is clear that
eq. (2-137) and (2-138) are simply truncated series expansions for eqs. (2-139) and (2-140).
The allowable modes can be determined by solving the generalized dispersion relation
given by eq. (2-25) For transverse modes the generalized dispersion relation separates into
the following two equations




e_ K',_C"ta._______)+ -0 (2- 141b)
-yaK..('_a) (_,,a)' e
- o (2- ma)
where e is the solution for E, in the core evaluated at r = 1 (s = k0a), e' = de dr, h is the
solution for h, in the core evaluated at r = 1, h' = dh/dr, ktl and kt2 are the transverse
wavenumbers, eq. (2-9), evaluated at r = 1. Eq. (2-141a) is the dispersion relation for
transverse electric modes and eq. (2-141b) is the dispersion relation for transverse magnetic
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modes. For transverse electric modes the ratio h_/h is given by
•k2t2(koa) P21(k0a) (2 - 142)
= -.1 k_ Pll(koa)
where kt2_ is given by eq. (2-9). For transverse magnetic modes the ratio e'/e is given by
- P  (koa) (2- 143)
where kt2_ is given by eq. (2-9).
2.3.5 Solution for Hybrid Modes
As was thecaseforthe solutionof eqs.(2-66)and (2-67)forthe transversemodes itis
possibletogenerateageneralsolutionforeq.(2-65)interms ofthe elementsofthe coefficient
matrices from the seriesexpansion of A(s). In practice,however, itisnot desirableto
generatesuch a solution.Insteadfor mathematical convenienceconsiderthe solutionsof
eq.(2-65)forsome particularpermittivityprofiles.
The two example which willbe discussedare a biaxialgraded-indexfiberwhere e2(s)
is a constant and a uniaxial graded-index fiber• In both cases _l(s) and es(s) are chosen
to have parabolic profiles. These two examples contain as special cases the solutions for a
step-index fiber, either isotropic or uniaxial, and an isotropic graded-index fiber•
For the example ofa biaxial graded-index fiber, if el(s) and ez(s) are given by eq. (2-122)
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(2_o) - 0 0
0 0 m._,, j_ (2 - 144_)
jm_ -jk_v_ o o
-jm 2 -jm_ 0 0
0 0 .m_ 0 ._2 0
-jw(ua,) -j_(uA,) JV o ].o o0 0 j _(2_)-_ j_(2A_) (2-_44b)0 0 0 0
j_s 0 0 0








el 0 0 0
0 0 0
and A2n-1 = 0 for n = 1,2,3,... where k_l = el - _2. Note, e2 does not appear in eq. (2-
144) since_2(0)= (i(0)= el.For the example of a uniaxialgraded-indexfiberwhere Q(s)
and e3(s) are again given by eq. (2-122) the matrix A(s) can be expanded as a series using
o o -s-a-, __-_,Ao= 0 0 _,, J"_,,J (2 - 145a)yrn_ -Jk_vl 0 0
-jm 2 -jm_ 0 0
0 • m_c 0 _c_ 0 ,_-j _(2,,,,,) -./_(2A,) Jy_(2_°) o o
0 0 0
(2- z45_)
0 0 .,n_ o _ _/OAO_
-s-_7,(2A_) -J,, _--_; )0 0 "_J-_2 A°_ .,_ o_, _ _ _-_"_(2Az)0 0 0 0
_y_(_o) o o o
(2- 145c)
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0 0 -jms -is _)
A2n (2A0)n 0 0 jrn2 jrng
- n = 3,4,5,... (2 - 145d)
el 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
and Az,-1 = 0 for n - 1,2,3,... where k_v3 -- el - s 2. Comparing eqs. (2-144) and (2-145)
it can be readily seen that the series expansion for both cases are identical except for the
presence of an additional element in A2 for the uniaxial graded-index case. The eigenvalues
of A0 for both cases are ±rn. Since the A0's have repeated eigenvalues, in general, the choice
for the matrix P0 should at best cause B0 to be a Jordan canonical matrix. Note, this is
the only restriction which the solution method places on the form of P0- Any P0 which
causes B0 to be a Jordan canonical matrix can be expected to result in a valid solution.
Since it is posssible for several different choices of P0 to satisfy this condition, conceivably
there may exist several possible mathematical solutions to the problem.
Since the solution for a step-index fiber exists as a special case of the solution for a
graded-indexfiberitisreasonableto chooseP0 based on theknowledge ofthe exactsolution
for a step-index fiber. For the case of a uniaxial step-index fiber the exact solutions for Ez
and h, as givenby eq. (2-30)suggestthat P0 should be chosen so that the resultingP(s)
yields Ez = Pnvl + P13v3 and h, = P32v2 + P34v4 as solutions. If P0 is chosen as
kY l o o )
rns jm ms -jm (2 - 146)
P0 = 0 k_v 1 0 k_v 1
-jmel ms jmel rn_ /




This isthe more convenientform forB0 sinceeq.(2-88)can be easilysatisfiedby choosing
B. and W. accordingto eq. (2-89)and hence W,_ can be found using eqs.(2-92)and
(2-93).IfB0 was not a diagonalmatrix then W. would have to be found from a more
complicatedexpressionsimiliarto eq. (2-128).
Since B0 is a diagonal matrix, choosing Bn according to eq. (2-89a) makes B(s) a
where
diagonal matrix. Therefore, in general, B(s) can be written as
( ll,s,0 0B(s) = B2_(s) 0 (2- 148a)0 Bzs(s)
0 0 B44(s)
N
Bii(s) = :tzm + E (Bn)iisn i= 1,2,3,4, (2- 148b)
n=l
N isthe number of iterationsand the upper(lower)signcorrespondsto i = I,2(i = 3,4).
Using eq. (2-74)the differentialequationforv(s) can be simplywrittenas
dvi 1
- Bii(s)ds i = 1,2,3,4. (2- 149)ds s
The solution of eq. (2-149) for vi is then given by
vi(s) = Cis+'ne _'(°) i = 1,2,3,4 (2 - 150a)
where Ci i= I,2,3,4 isa constant,
_,,(s)=/ !EB,,(s)_:_lds i= 1,2,3,4
N Sn
= _ (B,),i-_- i: 1,2,3,4
rt=l
(2- 15ob)
(iooo)Bo = rn 0 0 (2 - 147)0 -m 0
0 0 -m
5O
and the upper(lower) sign corresponds to i = 1,2(i = 3,4). Since u(s) must be finite at
s - 0 v(s) must also be finite at s = 0 and it is therefore necessary to set Cs = C4 = 0.
The solution to eq. (2-65) can then be written as
,E# = ,_ Pn(_) P=0)
h_ | P_(_) P_(,)
,a# P_(_) P_(,)
Cle_(,) \




Po(s)= _(P.)ijs '_ i= 1,2,3,4; j: 1,2,3,4. (2-151b)
n_O
For the example of a biaxial graded-index fiber the following expressions for Ai(s) and
PO(s) are obtained after two iterations
A_(_)- -4m (_- _)+ _-; _(2a1) '_
A2(s) - -4m el - ,¢2
(2 - 152a)
(2- 152b)
[_ ,_)_P_(') = ('_ - _) + 4mCm+ _) (¢_- -
.rrtt¢ (m + 2_ (2A0)s2P12(_)= -:-T- _-¥5J ,
P_l(s) = m,¢+
r,_2(_) = j_
rn2tc2(2A°)] s2 (2- 152c)
4(rn + 1) (el - t¢2)
rn2(2Al° )
+ ...._ - _, + 1)%,_ _
J f
4(.;+i)}(_' K 2 )
+
m2eln - o 2
P_,Cs) = -j 4_-_T]iC2a:)s






P41(s) = -jm_l + 4(m'-+ 1) (q _ _2) _ el - _
+ 1)r _(_,_=+_.1),_(2no)l,.' ,P42(s) = rn,¢ + 4(m [(el - 1¢2)- (2 152j)
This should not be considered an accurate solution for u(a) since the term A ° does not
appear anywhere in eq. (2-152). This solution is identical to the solution obtained after two
iterations for a biaxial graded-index fiber where q(s) has a parabolic profile and e2(a) and
ca(a) are constant. Since A ° only appears in the matrix A4 at least four iterations must be
performed in order to obtain the effects of a non-constant ca. A solution for a uniaxial or
a step index-fiber can be obtained from eq. (2-152) by setting A°( and A °) equal to zero.
For the example of a uniaxial graded-index fiber two iterations produce the following
expression for Ai(s) and Pij(s)
A1($) 4"-m (q - '¢_)52
1
_(_) = -T-_(_ - _)_
and
1 [es(q_ t¢,)2 2m2_2(2A1O)]82en(s) = (q - ,_2) + 4m(m + 1) tel
"_ (2Ao)_P12(_)= -J2(m + 1)
P_l(s)=m_¢+ 4(m + 1) (El - '¢2) + 2rn2(2A°)
P22(_)= jm 4(m + 1)
$2
Pz,(a) = J2cm + 1)
P_,(,)= (_- _) +
4m(m + 1)












As was the case for the example of a biaxial fiber, the expressions in eq. (2-153) are not an
accurate solution since the term A ° does not appear in any equation. Again, in order to
see the effects of ca(s) it is necessary to perform at least four iterations.
For the solutions of eq. (2-65) the generalized dispersion relation, given by eq. (2-25)
can not be used. For the hybrid modes it is possible to derive from eq. (2-64) expressions
for e'/e and h'/h' similar to eqs. (2-142) and (2-142). However, in general e'/e and h'/h
are functions of the unknown constants C1 and C2 which appear in the general solution
for u(s). For special cases, such as a step-index fiber, where E_ and hz are decoupled it
may be possible to set either C1 or C_ equal to zero without losing a a complete solution.
The generalized dispersion relation can only be used if either C1 or C2 can be set to zero.
Instead, using the solutions for eq. (2-65) a new dispersion relation must be derived by
enforcing the electromagnetic boundary conditions at the core-cladding interface.
Using eq. (2-21), (2-22) and (2-151) the boundary conditions at s = koa is satisfied
provided
(2- 154)
where Pij = Pij(koa), Ai = Ai(koa), K,_ = K,_(k.oaTN), K_ = K_(koaTN ) and 7_ =
_2 _ ec. A non-trivial solution of eq. (2-154) exists whenever the determinant is equal to
zero. An explicit equation for the determinant is not provided since it cannot be expressed
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in a convenient form as was the case for the generalized dispersion relation derived in section
2.2.2. Instead the zeroes of the determinant are found directly from eq. (2-154).
2.3.6 Numerical Results
As was previously stated the solutions for the biaxial graded-index fiber and the uniaxial
graded-index fibers given by eq. (2-152) and (2-153) do not include the effects of a non-
constant es(s). Obtaining a more accurate solution requires performing more than four
iterations. For the example problem shown in section 2.3.3 performing more than four
iterations is feasible since An = 0 when n > 2 and A(s) is a 2 × 2 matrix. In contrast,
performing more than two iterations in order to solve eq. (2-65) is much more difficult since
A(s) is a 4 × 4 matrix and in general A,_ _ 0 for n > 2 when el(s) is not constant.
Instead of deriving algebraic equations for the elements of F,, Bn, W, and P,_ the
values of these matrices can be determined numerically if the values of rn, _ and koa are
known in advance. There are two difficulties with this appoach. First, numerical errors can
develop since the accuracy of the matrices obtained in the i'th iteration depends upon the
accuracy of the matrices obtained in the previous i - 1 iterations. The second and more
important problem comes from method in which the matrices B, and W, are chosen. As
previously mentioned, it may not be possible to find W, whenever Ai - Aj - n = 0 where Ai
and Aj are eigenvalues of A0. In the analytic solution one could simply ignore the problem
during the iteration process and then at the end of the process throw out the unbounded
solutions with an appropriate choice of constants. The ability to do this appears to depend
upon the form of A(s) and the ordering of the eigenvalues of A0 in B0. Luckily, due to
the form of A(s) setting the third and fourth columns of Wn equal to zero is equivalent to
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setting Cs and C4 equal to zero as was done in the solution of v(s) given by eq. (2-150).
Figures 11, 12 and 13 are plots of i¢ versus koa when m = 1 for the examples of
the five possible types of fiber cores previously discussed. In each example ¢1 = n_ and
ec - n_ where nl = 1.515 and nc = 1.5. For the uniaxial fibers, step-index and graded-
index, e3 = n_ where n3 = 2.0. For the isotropic and uniaxial graded-index fibers all the
permittivity profiles are parabolic. For the biaxial graded-index fiber el and e3 are parabolic
while _2 is a constant. Due to the form of the solutions when m _t 0 only the mode with
the lowest cutoff frequency can be found for a given value of m, which for m -- 1 is the
HEll mode. Based upon the extremely poor agreement between the asymptotic and exact
solution method for a step-index fiber no results are given for the solutions of eqs. (2-66)
and (2-67). For the case when m = 0 the asymptotic solution for a step index fiber is
equivalent to finding a series solution for u(s). The poor agreement can then be attributed
to using too few terms in the series to approximate the solution and can also be due to
numerical errors from the evalution of the series.
In both figures 11 and 12 the asymptotic solutions for the isotropic and uniaxial step-
index fibers are in good agreement with exact results. For the isotropic step-index fiber the
HEll mode for the asymptotic and exact solutions are almost identical when koa < 10. For
koa > 10 the asymptotic solution begins to diverge from the exact solution but for koa > 20
the distance between the two curves is approximately constant. For the uniaxial step-index
fiber the asymptotic solution begins to diverge from the exact solution around/c0a = 8 but
the separation distance is reasonably constant for koa > 20.
Figure 13 is a plot of _; versus koa for an isotropic, a uniaxial and a biaxial graded-index
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fiber. As was the case for the step-index fiber the HEn mode for the uniaxial graded-
index fiber is slightly displaced from the HEll mode for the isotropi¢ case. However, the
displacement for the uniaxial graded-index fiber is not as large as the displacement for the
uniaxial step-index fiber. A comparison of figure 13 with either figures 3 and 5 or figures
11 and 12 shows that for a given value of koa the value of _ for the HEn mode in either
an isotropic or uniaxial graded-index fiber is less than the value for the corresponding step-
index fiber. Also for the HEll mode K as a function of koa for an isotropic or uniax_al
graded-index fiber increases less rapidly than in a step-index fiber. This indicates the pulse
delay which is proportional to d_/d(koa) is smaller for the HEn mode in either type of
graded-index fiber than in a step-index fiber.
For the biaxial graded-index fiber the HEll mode is noticeably displaced from the HEn
modes for the isotropic and uniax/al graded-index fibers. A comparison with figure 3 shows
that it lies approximately half the distance between the curves for the isotropic step-index
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3.1 Formulation of Problem
A purelynumerical approach to the problem of solvingeq. (2-17)isto subdividethe core
intoN homogeneous layersas shown in figure14 and then solvean easierproblem ineach
layer[17].Note, thissolutionmethod isvalidforallmodes of an isotropicor uniaxialfiber
and the transversemodes, i.e.m = 0,fora biaxialgraded-index-flber.For the casem _ 0
in a biaxialfibereqs.(2-17a)and (2-17b)remain coupled and thissolutionmethod does
not work.
£(N+I) =F_
Figure 14 Geometry for stratification technique
For the caseof an isotropicor uniaxialfiberel(r)- e2(r).In the n'th layereq. (2-17)
can be written as
+ ; _ + A' _"> _(-_] - E(.°>=0
_,_ol7__"_ { fr I 7_'}_>:0+ --- + a'__ ) _ _,__
r dr .












then the solution of eq. (3-1) in the n'th layer is given by
E_n_= / A"Jm(P_>')+ C"_(P_')'
t
h(,n>= / B"J_(P_"/')+ D"_k(P_"/_)'




In order for the fields to be finite in the first layer C1 and D1 must be identically zero. In
the cladding, N + 1 layer, we require that AN+I = BN+I = 0 and
(3-5)





where f('_) (n). (n)
-- e3 /el •
and (p_"))_ wiU always have the same sign. For (p_n))2
the electric and magnetic fields are given by
Since e_n) and ¢_) are both positive in the core of the fiber (p_n))2




+ a(kln))2 ' ('_) D Y'/-(")r _l
(3- 7c)
where E (") and h_") follow from eq. (3-1), r E(¢n) and r h (_) follow from eq. (2-8) and (k} n))2 =
2 .(_)_ko(_ 1 _2). Note that eqs. (3-7c) and (3-7d) can be simplified by using the following
4") /_.)in) (s-s)
and
p_n) akl '_) 1
a(kl"))2 - a(kl"))2 - -_. (3-9)
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where (7('_)) 2 : -(kln)) '. Eq. (3-7) can be written in matrix form as
(3- 10)
(.,)h! n) Bnr E(cn) = Mn Cn
rh(n) D,_
where Mn is the chain matrix for the n'th layer and is given by
Mn =
_(,.) o d_(r) 0
0 _(r) 0 A(r) t










for (pi")): < 0
dl(r) = KmC fx/_q_'_)r)
It(r)= Km(q_n)r)






Matching the tangential fields at the surfaces of each layer gives
Ml(rl) B1 B20 = M2(rl) C2
0 D2
C_ = Ms(r2) Cs
Ds




then eq. (3-14) can be more conveniently written as
Ml(rl) B10 = M2(rl)M21(r2)M3(r2)Msl(r3) " " "
0
• " MN(rN-1 )M_a (rN)MN+I (rN)
(3- 15)
(3-16)
Ci = M:(l(ri)Mi+l(ri) Bi+ICi+, "
Di Di+l
where rn is the normalized radius of the n'th layer. Eq. (3-14) is essentially a system of 4N
equations in 4N unknowns. The propagating modes can be found directly from eq. (3-14)
by setting the determinant of the system matrix equal to zero. The time required to find a
determinant of a n × n matrix is proportional to n s. If we double the number of layers then
it takes 8 times as much time to find the determinant. What is needed is a more efficient
algorithm for determining the allowable modes from eq. (3-14).
If we recognize that the i'th coefficient vector can be written in terms of the i + l'th
coefficient vector as
Defining an overall chain matrix product, _, where
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N
A4 = M2(rl) l'I M_-l(r_)Mi+l(r_)
i--2
eq. (3-16) can then be written as
f l)"B1 ----ML..d CN +I
\DN+I




where (M1)_j is an element of M1 and (.M)_j is an element of ]t4. The problem has been
effectively reduced from a system of 4N equations in 4N unknowns into a system of 4
equations in 4 unknowns. Propagating modes are found by requiring the determinant of
Mbnd to be identically equal to zero. For the special case of an isotropic or uniaxial step-
index fiber N -- 1 and eq. (3-18) reduces to either eq. (2-29) for the isotropic case or
eq. (2-31) for the uniaxial case.
From eq. (3-17) it can be seen that calculating the overall chain matrix, A4, requires N-
1 matrix inversions and 2 (N - 1) matrix multiplications. Since the size of individual matrices
is fixed the time needed to find A4 and hence find the determinant of Mb,_d grows linearly
with increasing N. The chain matrix approach is therefore a more desirable algorithm for
determining what modes propagate.
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3.2 Numerical Results
The accuracy of thissolutionmethod increaseswith the number of layers,however, with
thisincreasein accuracy comes an increasein computation time. For a parabolicprofile,a
choiceoffivelayersgivesreasonableaccuracy with a minimum of computation time [22]
Figures 15 and 16 are plotsof _ versusk0a for the casesm = 0 and 1 of an isotropic
graded-indexfiberwith a parabolicpermittivityprofile.As in the previous example the
valuesof nr and nc are taken to be 1.515and 1.5respectively.Comparing figures15 and
16 with figures2 and 3 severaldifferencescan be seenin the dispersioncurvesforthe step-
index and graded-indexfibers.The most important differenceisthe valueof _ as a function
of koa increaseslessrapidlyforthe graded-indexfiberthan for the step-indexfiber.This
indicatesthatthe pulse delaywhich isproportionalto d_/d(koa) issmallerforan isotropic
fiberwith a parabolicpermittivityprofilethan one with a stepprofile.The other notable
featuresare the increasein the cutofffrequenciesof allmodes except the HEll compared
with the step-indexfiberand severalofthe hybridmodes have become degenerateor nearly
degenerate.
Figures 17 and 18 are plots of K versus k0a for a uniaxialgraded-index fiberwith
parabolicpermittivityprofileswhere nl = 1.515,n3 = 2.0and n_ = 1.5.Comparing figures
15 and 16 with figures3 and 4 itcan be seenthat likethe isotropicgraded-indexfiberthe
valueof _ versuskoa increaseslessrapidlythan in a unia__ialstep-indexfiber.The uniaxial
graded-indexalsoexhibitsan increasein the cutofffrequenciesfor allmodes except the
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A total of five types of fiber cores have been discussed. For an isotropic or uniaxial step-
index fiber either the wave equation formulation or the matrix equation formulation can
be solved exactly in terms of Bessel functions. The wave equation formulation can be
solved using WKB analysis for all types except a biaxial graded-index fiber. The matrix
equation formulation can be solved for all five types of fibers using the method of asymptotic
partitioning of systems of equations.
For an isotropic or uniaxial graded-index fiber the WKB solutions are solution of an
associated scalar wave equation not the full vector problem as given in eqs. (2-17) and (2-18).
For an isotropic graded-index fiber when the perrnittivity profile is parabolic and the fields
are assumed to be far from cutoff an approximate solution of the vector problem is possible.
A comparison of the WKB solutions and the vector solutions shows the vector solutions can
be obtained from the WKB analysis by renumbering the WKB modes. Strictly speaking this
comparison is valid oniy for an isotropic parabolic-index fiber. However, it seem reasonable
to extend the comparison to isotropic graded-index fibers where the permittivity profiles axe
not parabolic and also to uniaxial graded-index fibers. This renumbering of the WKB modes
has been used as the basis for a more genera] vector analysis of an isotropic graded-index
fiber using a generalized WKB technique [10], [15].
The negative aspect to the WKB solutions lies with the assumption that the core is
infinite in extent and therefore there is no need to impose boundary conditions on the
electric and magnetic fields. For a WKB solution the allowable values of _ are determined
in the process of determining the solution. In contrast, for a step-index fiber, where an
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exact solution is possible, the allowable values of _ are determined by imposing boundary
conditions. If the renumbered WKB modes are compared with results obtained using the
stratification technique one finds a poor agreement between the two methods. For example
according to eq. (2-61) an HEln mode is equivalent to a WKB0,n-1 mode. However, a
comparison of figures 6 and 16 shows the HE12 and HEla modes do not correspond to the
WKB01 and WKB01 modes. The HE12 and HEls modes do agree very well with the WKB0_
and WKB04 respectively. This suggests the boundary conditions are important even when
a mode is far from cutoff. This suggests that further investigation is needed to determine
whether the WKB modes can be renumbered in such a way as to be valid for a graded-index
fiber with a finite core and cladding.
In theory the matrix equation can be solved for any type of fiber core using the method
of partitioning of systems of equations. The solution obtained is valid wherever the Taylor
series expansion for the matrix A(s) is valid. Simply because it is theoretically possible to
solve eq. (2-65) does not mean the solutions obtained are of practical interest. It would be
useful to compare the asymptotic solution ofeq. (2-65) with some known solution, preferably
an exact solution, in order to determine whether a valid solution has been found. The only
case where an exact solution is known is for a step-index fiber.
The asymptotic solution for a step-index fiber can be obtained as a special case of the
asymptotic solution for either the uniaxial parabo].ic-index fiber, eq. (2-152) or the biaxial
graded-index fiber, eq. (2-153). Setting A ° and A ° equal to zero in either eq. (2-152) or
(2-153) the asymptotic solutions for Ez and hz for a step-index fiber can be written as
E_ = Cls'_Pll(8)e _(') (4 - la)






A:(s)- _m(_1- _),_ (4- ld)
1
Pn(s) = (el -_2)[ l + 4m(rn + l) e_ (el-_')s2] (4- le)
p_(,) = (,_-_)[i+ I t_2)s2] (4 Ig)4m(m + 1) (el --
and m > 0. Comparing eq. (4-1) with the asymptotic solution of Bessel's equation given
by eq. (2-114) Ez and h, can be written as
E, = k_l C_y(pkN_S) (4- 2a)
hz = k_lC2y(kNls) (4- 2b)
where k_v1 : _1 - t¢_, p2 = e3/el and y(z) is the asymptotic solution for the Bessel function
Jm and isgivenby
Z2 ] "2y(m) = _mTM 1 + 4m(m + 11 e-__ (4- 2c)
Since the exact solution for E, and h, are proportional to Jrn(pkNlS) and Jm(kNla) respec-
tively the asymptotic solutions for E, and h, appear correct.
In general, when rn # 0 the solutions to the matrix equation using the method of
asymptotic partioningof systems of equationsappear to be of the generalform
y(m) = p(z)e -q(') (4- 3)
where p(z) is a monotonic functionand q(z) is a positiverealmonotonically increasing
function.This impliesthe solutionswillnot behave in an oscillatorymanner. For example,
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the asymptotic solutionto Bessel'sequationaccuratelyreproducesthe form of J,_(z)in the
region0 < • < zl - _ where xl isthe firstzeroofJ,_and 6 isa smallpositivenumber which
depends on the orderofthe solution.In the regionz > z_ - _ the asymptotic solutionfalls
rapidlyto zeroand can be taken tobe identicallyequalto zeroa shortdistancepast zl. As
a consequence only the mode with the lowestcutofffrequencyfor a givenvalue of m will
be found when the boundary conditionsare imposed.
This ismain disadvantagein solvingthe matrix equationusing the method of asymp-
toticpartitioningof systems of equations. However, the solutionsobtained are in good
agreement with exact and numericalresults.On the other hand, the WKB analysisof the
wave equation produces resultswhich can not be directlycompared with eitherexact or
numericalresults.
A potentalareaoffurtherresearchinvolvesthe comparison ofthe asymptotic solutions
of the matrix equation with the asymptotic forms of wellknown functionsin an attempt
eitherto simplifythe problem so as to getbetterasymptotic solutionsor to determine the
form of the exact solution.
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Appendix: Computer Programs
This appendix contains three programs, WKB, ASYMP, sad STRAT which were used to
find the dispersion curves in figures 3-13 and 15-18. The program WKBnumerically solves
the mode condition, eq. (2-43) for either isotropic or uniaxial graded-index fibers where
the permittivity profiles are given by eq. (2-44). The program ASYMP uses a numerical
implementation of the method of asymptotic partitioning of systems of equations to solve
eq. (2-65) and then finds the allowable modes using eq. (2-154). The type of fiber core for
which ASYMPsolves eq. (2-65) is determined by the procedure _indAn. A version of findAn
is given for the cases of a uniaxial step-index, a uniaxial graded-index fiber with parabolic
permittivity profiles sad a biaxial graded-index fiber where _2(8) is a constant and _l(S) and
e3(8) have a parabolic profile. The program STRAT implements the chain matrix version of
the stratification technique described in section 3. The dispersion curves for the step-index
fibers,figures2-5,are obtainedusing STRAT with the number oflayersequal to one.
































of the firstkind,order zero
of the firstkind,order one
of the firstkind,realorder








functionof the second kind,realorder
Find LU factorizationfora complex generalmatrix
Find determinantof a complex generalmatrix from LU factorization
Multiply two complex rectangularmatrices
Copy complex generalmatrix
Find zeroof a realfunctionwhich changes signover a given interval
Find zeroesof a realfunction
Integraterealfunctionusing adaptivequadrature
Ifany ofthe above subroutinenames ispreceededby the letterd, such as dbsjs, then the
doubleprecisionversionisbeingused. In additionASYMP has it'sown proceduresto perform
addition,subtractionand multiplicationfor complex numbers and complex matrices and







































































C This program integerates the phase term of a WKB solution for















































integer numMax, dSize, maxLvl, maxPnt, iso, uniax1
real pi
parameter ( numMax=5, dSize=lO0 )
parameter ( iso : 1, uniaxl = 2 )
Input Parameters
type = I for isotropic fiber
2 for uniaxial fiber
n(1) = maximum value of the refractive index of the core
in the rho direction
n(2) = maximum value of the refractive index of the core in
the phi direction
nc = refractive index of the claddin_
mu = mode order of the solution
all(n) = parameters _hich describes the shape of the
refractive index profiles
Kamin = minimum value of Ka
Kamax = maximum value of Ka
numKa = number of divisions between Kamax and Kamin
KppMin = minimum value of normalized propagation constant
KppMax = maximum value of normalized propagation constant
numKpp = number of division between KppMin and KppMax
real n(3), all(3), nc, Kamax, Kamin, KppMax, KppMin
integer mu, numKa, numKpp, _ype
Computed Parameters
e(i) = maximum value of permittivity in the core
= n(i)**2
ec = permittiviy of claddin_ = nc**2
delKa = increment for Ka = ( Kamax-Kamin )/numKa
delKpp = increment for kappa = ( KppMax-KppMin )/numKpp
real e(3), ec, delKa, delKpp
Program Variables
Ka = ko * a = normalized wave number
kappa = normalized propagation constant = B/ko
i,j,k,loopKp,loopKa = loop variables
real Ka, kappa, Kpp(dsize), IntDvPi(dSize,2), slope, Ksoln,
& result, delY
integer i, loopKa, loopKp
lo_ical*1 flag(2), modes(2), iroots, uroots
Root finding and integration parameters
integer irule
parameter( irule=2 )
real errabs, errrel, errest, ri(2), r2(2), eps, eta




71 real psi1, psi2
72 external psi1, psi2




































































do 10 i = 1, 3
read (53,*) n(i), all(i)
print 101, i, n(i), i, all(i)
e(i) = n(i)**2





if (n(1) .ne. n(2) ) then
print *, '>>Error: n(1) and n(2) must be equal'
stop
endif
read (53,*) mu, nc
print s, 'no = ', nc
print *, 'mu = ', mu
ec = nc**2
do 11 i = 1, 3





read (53,*) KaMin, KaMax, numKa
read (53,*) KppMin, KppMax, numKpp
if ( numKpp .gt. dsize ) numKpp = dsize
delKa = (KaMax-KaMin)/numKa
delKpp = (KppNax-KppMin)/numXpp
Loop through values of Ka
delKa = ( Kamax-Kamin )/numKa
Ka = Kamin
do 70 loopKa = I, numKa+l
Loop through values of B
kappa = KppNax + delKpp
flag(l) = .false.
flag(2) = .false.
do 40 loopKp = I, numKpp













































































if ( mu .eq. 0 ) then
do 30 i = 1, 2













if ( type .eq. iso ) then
modes(l) = iroots(r1(1), r2(1), 1 )
else
modes(l) = uroots(rl(1), r2(1) )
modes(2) = iroots(r1(2), r2(2), 2 )
endif
endif
Integrate phase terms from r to r
1 2
if (modes(l) ) then








if (modes(2) ) then









Determine values of kappa for which the integral between the
turning points satisfies the phase condition.
do 60 i = 1, 2
if (flag(i) ) then
del¥ = 0.5
if ( (intDvPi(1,i) - delY ) .gt. 0.0 ) then
delY = delY + 1.0
goto 45
endif
do 50 loopKp = 2, numKpp
if ( (intDvPi(loopKp,i) - delY ) .gt. 0.0 ) then
slope = (intDvPi(loopKp-l,i) - intDvPi(loopKp,i))
/ (Kpp(loopKp-1) - Kpp(loopKp) )
Ksoln = Kpp(loopKp)+(del¥-intDvPi(loopKp,i))/slope
deI¥ = deI¥ + 1.0












213 I00 format( 1l, '>>Phase condition satisfied for psi', If,
214 k ' at Ka = ', F6.2, ' B/Ko = ', F16.10 )
215 101 format( IX, 'n(', I1, ') = ', f8.6, ', all(', I1, ') = ', F5.3 )
216 102 format( 1X, '>>Error: all(', I1, ') must be greater than O' )













230 real rl, r2
231 integer select
232 C
233 real delR, delta, errabs, errrel, done
234 integer i, maxfn, num, iso, uniaxl, biaxl
235 parameter ( delR=0.1, delta=l.Oe-6, num=10 )
236 parameter ( errabs=O.O, errrel=l.Oe-5, dOne=l.0 )
237 parameter ( iso = I, uniaxl = 2, biaxl = 3 )
238 C
239 real r(num+1), er(num+l), a, b, newSgn, oldSgn
240 integer count
241 C
242 real e(3), all(3), ec, kappa, Ka
243 integer mu, type
244 common kappa, Ka, e, ec, all, mu, type
245 C
246 real gl, g2





























Calculate values of function between 0 and 1
do I0 i = 1, num+l
r(i) = (i-1)*delR
if ( i .eq. I ) then
r(i) = delta
endif
if ( select .eq. I ) then
er(i) = g1(r(i) )
else
er(i) = g2(r(i) )
endif
c ont inue
Look for sign change and then use library routine to find root
count = 0
oldSEn = sign( dOne, er(1) )
do 20 i = 2, num+l
newSgn = sign( done, er(i) )
if (newSgn .ne. oldSgn ) then





276 if ( select .eq. 1 ) then
277 call zbren( gl, errabs, errrel, a, b, maxfn )
278 else
279 call zbren( g2, errabs, errrel, a, b, maxfn )
280 endif
28] if ( count .eq. I ) then
282 rl = b
283 else
284 r2 = b
285 endif
286 endif
287 oldSgn = newSgn
288 20 continue
289 C
290 if ( count .eq. 2 ) then
291 *roots : .true.
292 else
293- rl = 0.0
294 r2 = 0.0





300 C* m******** 8" _*************** * ************************ ******************
301 C




306 real rl, r2
307 C
308 real errabs, errrel, done
309 integer maxfn, nun, *so, uniaxl, biaxl
310 parameter (num=lO)
311 parameter ( errabs=0.0, errrel=l.Oe-5, dOne=l.0 )
312 parameter ( *so = 1, uniaxl = 2, biaxl = 3 )
313 C
314 real r(num+l), er(num+l), Rmax, delK, delta, a, b, newSgn, oldSgn
315 integer count, i
316 C
317 real e(3), all(3), ec, kappa, Ka
318 integer mu, type


























Calculate values of function between 0 and I
delR = 0.I




delta = 1.0e-5 * delR
do 10 i = 1, num+l
r(i) = (i-l)*delR
if ( i .eq. I ) then
r(i) = delta
endif
er(i) = g1(r(i) )
continue


































oldSgn = sign( done, er(1) )
do 20 i = 2, num+1
newSgn = sign( done, er(i) )
if ( newSgn ,ne. oldSEn ) then




call zbren( gl, errabs, errrel, a, b, maxfn )
if ( count .eq. 1 ) rl : b





















378 function psil( r )
379 C




384 integer iso, uniaxl, biaxl
385 parameter ( iso = I, uniaxl : 2, biaxl : 3 )
386 C
387 real e(3), all(3), ec, kappa, Ka
388 integer mu, type
389 common kappa, Ka, e, ec, all, mu, type
390 C
























if ( type .eq. iso ) then
x = e(1) - (e(1) - ec )*abs(r)**alf(1) - KppSqr
else
erl : e(1) - (e(1) - ec )*abs(r)**alf(1)
er2 = e(2) - (e(2) - ec )*abs(r).*alf(2)
er3 = e(3) - (e(3) - ec )*abs(r)**alf(3)
x = er3 - er3*(KppSqr)/erl
endif
if ( mu .me. 0 ) then
term2 = (mu/(Ka*abs(r))).*2





if ( x .ge. 0.0 ) then
psil : Ka*sqrt( x )
else
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419 C*****$.*******.**.******* ******...******.. ** .. ****** **** * . ** **** ****** *
420 C






427 integer iso, uniaxl, biaxl
428 parameter ( iso = I, uniaxl = 2, biaxl = 3 )
429 C
430 real e(3), all(3), kappa, Ka
431 integer mu, type
432 common kappa, Ka, e, ec, all, mu, type
433 C




438 er2 = e(2) - (e(2) - ec )*abs(r)**alf(2)
439 x = er2 - kappa**2
440 if ( mu .ne. 0 ) then
441 x = x - (mu/(Ka*r))**2
442 endif
443 if ( x .ge. O.0 ) then
444 psi2 = Ka*sqrt( x )
445 else













459 integer iso, uniaxl, biaxl
460 parameter ( iso = 1, uniaxl = 2, biaxl = 3 )
461 C
462 real e(3), all(3), ec, kappa, Ka
463 integer mu, type
464 common kappa, Ka, e, ec, all, mu, type
465 C

















erl = e(1) - (e(1) - e¢ )*abs(r)**alf(1)
er2 = e(2) - (e(1) - ec )*abs(r)**alf(2)
er3 = e(3) - (e(3) - ec )*abs(r)**alf(3)
KppSqr = kappa**2
term1 = erl - KppSqr
term2 = ( mu / (Ka*abs(r)))**2
if (type .he. iso ) terml= er3*terml/erl
if ( type .eq. biaxl ) then
term2 = term2*er2* (erl-KppSqr) / (erl* (er2-KppSqr))
endif













492 integer iso, uniaxl, biaxl
493 parameter ( iso = 1, uniaxl = 2, biaxl = 3 )
494 C
495 real e(3), all(3), ec, kappa, Ka
496 integer mu, type




501 g2 = e(2) - (e(2) -ec )*abs(r)**alf(2) - kappa**2




I program Asymp( output );
2
3 const
4 maxSolnOrder = 10;
5 maxSize = 100;
6 mMaxPlus2 = 6;
7
8 type
9 integer2 = -32768..32767;
10 complex = record
11 x, y : real;
12 end;
13 modeType = ( HE, EH );
14 matrix = array[l..4,1..4] of complex;
15 superMatrix = array[0..maxSolnOrder] of matrix;
16 eigenvalues = array[1..4] of real;
17 vector = array[l..mMaxPlus2] of real;.
18
19 vat
20 noRootsFound : boolean;
21 i, j, I, n, m, solnOrder, numKa, numKappa, oldSiEn,
22 newSign, debug, colNum : integer2;
23 nl, el, n3, e3, nc, ec, Ka, KaMin, KaMax, kappaMin, kappaMax,
24 delKappa, delKa, lowerKappa, upperKappa, lowerDet,
25 upperDet, det, root, oldRoot : real;
26 cmplxDeterminant : complex;
27 kappa, determinant : array[1..maxSize] of real;
28 data : text;
29'
30 procedure cmplx( a, b : real; var z : complex );
31 begin { cmplx }
32 z.x := a;
33 z.y := b;
34 end; { cmplx }
35
36 procedure cmplxAdd( zl, z2 : complex; vat result : complex );
37 begin { cmplxAdd }
38 result.x := zl.x + z2.x;
39 result.y := zl.y + z2.y;
40 end; { cmplxAdd }
41
42 procedure cmplxSub( zl, z2 : complex; var result : complex );
43 begin { cmplxSub }
44 result.x := zl.x - z2.x;
45 result.y := zl.y - z2.y;
46 end; { cmplxSub }
47
48 procedure cmplxMult( zl, z2 : complex; vat result : complex );
49 vat
50 temp : complex;
51 begin { cmplxMult }
52 temp.x := zl.x*z2.x - zl.yzz2.y;
53 temp.y := zl.x*z2.y + z2.x*zl.y;
54 result :: temp;
55 end; { cmplxMult }
56
57 procedure ecalarMult( a: real; z : complex; vat result : complex );
58 begin { scalarMult }
59 result.x := a*z.x;
60 result.y := a*z.y;
61 end; { scalarMult }
62
63 function RealPart( z : complex ) : real;
64 begin { RealPart }
65 RealPart := z.x;
66 end; { RealPart }
67
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68 procedure matAdd( A, B : matrix; vat C : matrix );
69 var
70 i, j : integer2;
71 begin { matAdd }
72 for i := I to 4 do
73 for j := I to 4 do
74 cmplxAdd( A[i,j], B[i,j], C[i,j] );
75 end; { matAdd }
76
77 procedure matSub( A, B : matrix; vat C : matrix );
78 vat
79 i, j : integer2;
80 begin { matSub }
81 for i := I to 4 do
82 for j := I to 4 do
S3 cmplxSub( A[i,j], B[i,j], C[i,j'l );
84 end; { matSub }
85
86 procedure matMult( A, B : matrix; vat C : matrix );
87 var
88 i, j, k : integer2;
89 sum, product : complex;
90 besin { matMult }
91 for i := I to 4 do
92 for j := I to 4 do
93 begin
94 cmplx( 0.0, 0.0, sum );
95 for k := I to 4 do
96 begin
97 cmplxMult( A[i,k], B[k,j], product );
98 cmplxAdd( sum, product, sum );
99 end ;
I00 C[i,j] := sum;
101 end;
102 end; { matMult }
103
104 procedure cmplxDet( A : matrix; vat determinant : complex );
105 type
106 mat2 = array[1..2,1..2] of complex;
107 mat3 = array[l..3,1..3] of complex;
108
109 var
II0 subDet, sum, product : complex;
III subMat : mat3;
112 i, j, k, linePnt : integer2;
113
114 procedure cmplxDet2( A : mat2; vat determinant : complex );
115 vat
116 productl, product2 : complex;
117 begin { cmplxDet2 }
118 cmplxMult( A[I,I], A[2,2], product/ );
119 cmplxMult( A[I,2], a[2,1], product2 );
120 cmplxSub( productl, product2, determinant );
121 end; { cmplxDet2 }
122
123 procedure cmplxDet3( A : mat3; var determinant : complex );
124 var
125 subDet, sum, product : complex;
126 subMat : mat2;
127 i, j, k, linePnt : integer2;
128 begin { cmplxDet3 }
129 cmplx( 0.0, 0.0, sum );
130 for i := I to 3 do
131 begin
132 linePnt := I ;
133 for j := I to 3 do
134 if ( j <> i ) then
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135 begin
136 for k := 1 to 2 do
137 subMat[linePnt,k] := A[j ,K+I] ;
138 linePnt := linePnt + 1;
139 end;
140 cmplxDet2( subMat, subDet );
141 cmplxMult( A[i,1], subDet, product );
142 if odd(i)
143 then cmplxAdd( sum, product, sum )
144 else cmplxSub( sum, product, sum ) ;
145 end;
146 determinant := sum;
147 end; { cmplxDet3 }
148
149 begin { cmplxDet }
150 cmplx( 0.0, 0.0, sum );
15] for i := 1 to 4 do
152 begin
153 linePnt := 1;
154 for j := I to 4 do
155 if ( j <> i ) then
156 begin
157 for k := 1 to 3 do
158 subMat [linePnt ,k] := A [j ,K+1] ;
159 linePnt := linePnt + 1;
]60 end ;
161 cmplxDet3( subMat, subDet );
162 cmplxMult( A[i,1], subDet, product );
163 if odd(i)
164 then cmplxAdd( sum, product, sum )
165 else cmplxSub( sum, product, sum );
166 end ;
167 determinant := sum;
168 end; { cmplxDet }
169
]70 procedure IdentMat( vat A : matrix );
171 var
172 cmplxZero, cmplxOne : complex;
]73 i, j : integer2;
174 begin { IdentMat }
]75 cmplx( 0.0, 0.0, cmplxZero );
]76 cmplx( 1.0, 0.0, cmplxOne );
]77 for i := 1 to 4 do
178 begin
179 for j := I to 4 do
180 A[i,j] := cmplxZero;
18] A[i,i] := cmplxOne;
182 end ;
183 end; { IdentMat }
184
185 procedure ZeroMat( var A : matrix );
186 var
187 cmplxZero : complex;
188 i, j : integer2;
189 beg:in { ZeroMat }
190 cmplx( 0.0, 0.0, cmplxZero );
191 for i := 1 to 4 do
192 for j := 1 tO 4 do
193 A[i,j] := cmplxZero;
194 end ; { ZeroMat }
195
196 function power( x : real; n : integer ) : real;
197 vat
198 i : integer2;
199 product : real;
200 begin { power }
201 product := x;
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202 for i := 1 to n-1 do
203 product := x * product;
204 power := product ;
205 end ; { power }
206 { .)
207
208 procedure findPO (m: integer; er, kappa, Ka: real; var PO: matrix);
209 vat
210 facl, fac2, fac3: real;
211
212 begin { findPO }
213 ZeroMat (PO) ;
214 facl := m * kappa;
215 fac2 := m * er;
216 fat3 := er - kappa • kappa;
217
218 POll, 1].x := fat3;
219 POll, 3].x := fat3;
220
221 PO[2, 1].x := facl;
222 PO[2, 2].y := m;
223 PO[2, 3].x := facl;
224 PO[2, 4].y := -1.0 '_ m;
225
226 PO[3, 2] .x := fac3;
227 PO[3, 4] .x :--fac3;
228
229 PO[4, 1].y :=-fat2;
230 PO[4, 2].x := facl;
231 PO[4, 3].y := fac2;
232 PO[4, 4].x := facl;
233 end; { findPO }
234
235 procedure findPOinv (m: integer;
236 er, kappa, Ka: real;
237 var POinv: matrix );
238 var
239 facO, fat1, fac2, fat3, fac4, fac5: real;
240
241 begin { findPOinv }
242 ZeroMa¢ (POinv) ;
243 facl := 1.0 / (2 * (er - kappa • kappa));
244 fac2 := kappa * facl;
245 fac3 := fac2 / er;
246 fac4 := 1.0 / (2 * m);
247 fac5 := fac4 / er;
248
249 POinv[1, l].x := fat1;
250 POinv[l, 3].y := -I.0 * fac3;
252 POinv[1, 4J.y := facS;
252
253 POinv[2, 1].y := fac2;
254 POinv[2, 2].y := -i.0 * fac4;
255 POinv[2, 3].x := facl;
256
257 POinv[3, l].x := facl;
258 POinv[3, 3] .y := fac3;
259 POinv[3, 4].y := -1.0 '_ facS;
260
261 POinv[4, 1] .y := -1.0 • fac2;
262 POinv[4, 2].y := fac4;
263 POinv[4, 3].x := facl;
264 end; { findPOinv }
265
266 { The implementation of findAn depends upon the type of fiber }
267 { for which the problem is being solved. Separate version of }
268 { findJkn for a tmiaxial step-index fiber, a uniaxial }
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269 { parabolic-index fiber and a biaxial graded-index fiber can }
270 { be found following this program listing. }
271
272 procedure findAn( n, m : integer2;
273 el, e3, ec, kappa, ga : real;
274 vat An : matrix );
275
276 begin { findZn }
277 end ; _ find_ }
278
279 procedure findBn( Fn : matrix; var Bn : matrix );
280 var
281 i : integer2;
282 begin { findBn }
283 ZeroMat( Bn );
284 for i := 1 to 4 do
285 Bn[i,i] := Fn[i,i];
286 end; { findBn }
287
288 procedure findWn( Fn : matrix; n : integer2;
289 evals : eigenvalues; type0fMode : modeType;
290 var Wn : matrix );
291 vat
292 i, j, jLow, jHigh : integer2;
293 cmplxZero : complex;
294 begin { findWn }
295 ZeroMat( Wn );
296 jLow := I;
297 jHigh := 2;
298 if ( type0fMode = EH ) then
299 begin
300 jLow := 3;
30] jHigh := 4;
302 end;
303 for i := 1 to 4 do
304 for j := jLow to jHigh do
305 if ( i <> j )
306 then scalarMult( -l.O/(evals[iJ-evals[jJ-n), Fn[i,j],
307 WnEi,j]) ;
308 end; { findWn }
309
310 procedure findFn( POinv : matrix;
311 var A, B, P : superMatrix;
312 n : integer2; var Fn : matrix );
313 vat
314 terml, productl, product2, sum : matrix;
315 1 : integer2;
316 begin { findYn }
317 matMult( A[n], P[O], term1 );
318 if ( n > 1 ) then
319 begin
320 ZeroMat( sum );
321 for 1 := 1 1;o n-1 do
322 begin
323 matMult( A[n-l], P[I], product/ );
324 matMult( P[I], B[n-l], product2 );
325 matAdd( sum, productl, sum ) ;
326 matSub( sum, product2, sum );
327 end;
328 end ;
329 matJtdd( term:]., s_, sum ) ;
330 matMult( POinv, sum, Fn );
331 end; { findFn }
332
333 function dbskO( vat x : real ) : real;
334 f ortran ;
335
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336 function dbskl( vat x : real ) : real;
337 fortran ;
338
339 procedure dbsks( vat xnu, x : real;
340 vat n : integer2;
341 vat bsk : vector );
342 fortran;
343
344 procedure vsFort; fortran;
345
346 procedure WriteMat( A : matrix );
347 vat
348 i, j : integer2;
349 begin { WriteMat }
350 for i := 1 to 4 do
35] begin
352 for j := 1 to 4 do
353 write( '(', A[i,jJ.x, ',', A[i,j].y, ') ' );
354 writeln;
355 end ;
356 end; { WriteMat }
357
358 procedure findDet( solnOrder, m : integer2;
359 el, e2, e3, kappa, Ka : real;
360 vat determinant : real );
361 vat
362 typeOfMode : modeType;
363 i, n, r, c, col, cLo., cHigh, delC, size, absM : integer2;
364 powerOfS, KaSqr, g_nmNSq, gn_mN, x, Km, KmPrime, xnu : real;
365 cmplxDeterminant : complex;
366 Vi, bsk : vector ;
367 evals : eigenvalues ;
368 temp : complex;
369 A, B, F, P, W : superMatrix;
370 P0inv, zero, approxP, bndCon : matrix;
37]
372 begin { findDet }
373 if ( m > 0 )
374 then type0fMode := HE
375 else typeOfMode := EH;
376
377 ZeroMat( zero );
378 for ± := 0 T,o solnOrder do
379 begin
380 A [i] := zero;
38] B[i] := zero;
382 F[i] := zero;
383 P[i] := zero;
384 W[i] := zero;
385 end ;
386 evals[1] := m;
387 evals[2] := m;
388 evals[3] :=-l.m;
389 evals[4] := -l,m;
390 for i := I to 4 do
391 cmplx( evals[l], 0.0, B[O,i,i] );
392
393 findP0( m, el, kappa, Ka, P[O] );
394 findP0inv( m, el, kappa, Ka, P0inv );
395 findAn( O, m, el, e3, ec, kappa, Ka, A[O] );
396
397 if ( soln0rder > 1 ) then
398 for n := 2 to solnOrder do
399 begin
400 findZn( n, m, el, e3, ec, kappa, Ka, A[n] );
401 findFn( POinv, A, B, P, n, F[n] );
402 findBn( Fin], B[n] );






































































matMult( P[0], w_, Pin] );
end;
{ Find boundary condition matrix }
powerOfS := I;
KaSqr := Ka * Ka;
approxP :-- z¢ro;
cLow := 1 ;
cHigh: = 2 ;
delC := O;
if ( ¢ypeOfMode = EH ) then
begin
cLo_ := 3;
cHig_h : = 4 ;
delC :=-2;
end;
for n := 0 to solnOrder do
if not odd(n) then
begin
for r := 1 to 4 do
for c := cLow to cHigh do
begin




if ( n = 0 ) then
begin





Vi[l] := Vi[1] * exp( RealPart( B[n,cLow,cLow] )
• powerOfS / n );
Vii2] := Vi[2] * exp( RealPart( B[n,cHigh,cHigh] )
• powerOfS / n );
end;
powerOfS := KaSqr * powerOfS;
end;
bndCon := zero;
for r := 1 to 4 do
for c := cLow to cHigh do
begin
col := c + deft;
ecalarMul¢ ( Vi [col] , approxP [r,c] , bndCon[r,col] ) ;
if not odd( r ) then
scalarMult( 1.0/Ka, bndCon[r,c], bndCon[r,col] );
end;
gmmNSq := kappa * kappa - ec;
gmmN := sqrt( gmaNSq );
x := Ka * gmmN;
if ( m = 0 ) then
begin
Km := dbskO( x );




absM := abe( m );
size := absM + 2;
xnu := 0.0;
dbsks( xnu, x, size, bsk );
Km := bsk[absM+l];
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472 K_rime := -0.5.( bmk[abeM] + bsk[absH+2] ) ;
473 end;
474 Cmplx( -1.0*Kin, 0.0, bndCon[1,3] ) ;
475 bndCon[3,4] := bndCon[1,3] ;
476 Cmplx( m*kappa*Km/(Ka*gmmNSq), 0.0, bndCon[2,3] ) ;
477 bndCon[4,4] := bndCon[2,3] ;
478 Cmplx( 0.0, KmPrime/gmmN, bndCon[2,4] );
479 Cmplx( 0.0, -l.O*ectKmPrime/gmmN, bndCon[4,3] );
480
481 CmplxDet( bndCon, cmplxDeterminant );
482 determ_ant := cmplxDeterminant.x;
483 end; { findDet }
484
485 function sign( x : real ) : integer2;
486 begin { sign }
487 if ( x < 0.0 )
488 then sign := -1
489 else sign := 1;
490 end; { sign }
491
492 function findKoot( xl, yl, x2, y2 : real ) : real;
493 vat
494 slope : real;
495 begin { findRoot }
496 slope := ( y2-yl )/( x2-xl );
497 findRoot := xZ - yl/slope;
498 end; { find_oot }
499
500 begin { tsymp }
501 vsFort ;
502
503 reset( data );
504 readln( data, m, solnOrder );
505 readln( data, nl, n3, nc );
506 readln( data, KaMin, KaMax, numKa );
507 readln( data, kappaMin, kappaMax, numKappa );
508 read/m( data, debug, colNum );
509
510 el := nl*nl;
511 e3 := n3*n3;
512 ec := no*no;
513
514 delKa := ( KaMax-KaMin )/numKa;
515 delKappa := ( kappaMax-kappaMin )/numKappa;
5]6
517 Ka := KaMin;
518 for i:= I to numKa do
519 begin
520 for j := 1 to numKappa do
521 begin
522 kappa[j] := kappaMax - (j-1)*delKappa;
523 findDet( solnOrder, m, el, el, e3,
524 kappa[j], Ka, determinant[j] );
525 if ( debug = 0 ) then
526 writeln( Ka:5:2, kappa[j]:11:6, determinant[j] );
527 end; { for j }
528
529 { Find roots by looking for changes in sign of determinant }
530
531 oldSign := sign( determinant[I] );
532 j := I ;
533 noRootsFound := true;
534 while ( noKootsFound and ( j <= numKappa ) ) do
535 begin { while }
53_ j := j + 1;
537 newSiEn := sign( determinant[J] );
89
538 if ( newSiEn <> oldSiEn )
539 then
540 begin
541 noKootsFound := false;
542 lowerKappa := kappa[j] ;
543 lowerDet := determinant [j] ;
544 upperKappa := kappa[j-l] ;
545 upperDet := determinant [j-l] ;
546 oldRoot := 1.49;
547 root := lowerKappa;
548 while ( abs( oldRoot-root ) > l.Oe-6 ) do
549 begin
550 oldRoot := root ;
551 root := findKoot( lowerKappa, lowerDet,
552 upperKappa, upperDet );
553 findDet( solnOrder, m, el, el, e3,
554 root, Ka, det );
555 if ( det < 0.0 )
556 then
557 begin
558 lowerKappa := root ;




563 upperKappa := root ;
564 upperDet := det ;
565 end ;
566 end; { while }
567 end ;
568 oldSign := newSi_;
569 end; { while }
570 if noKoot sFound
571 then write]n( Ka:4:l,' no roots' )
572 else write]n( Ka:4:l, '<', colNum:1,'> ', root:10:8);
573
574 Ka := Ka + delKa
575 end; { for i }
576 end. { Asymp }
577
578 { findAn for a step-index fiber }
579
580 procedure findAn( n, m : integer;
581 el, e3, ec, kappa, Ka : real;
582 vat An : matrix );
583
584 var
585 facl, fac2, fac3, fac4, facS, fac6, fac7, del : real;
586
587 begin { findAn }
588 ZeroMat ( An ) ;











SO0 An [3,2] .y
6o_ An[4,I].y























































































end ; { find£n }
{ finddLn for an uniaxial graded-index fiber }
{ where el and e3 have parabolic profiles }
procedure findAn( n, m : integer;
el, e3, ec, kappa, Ka : real;
var An : matrix );
vat
facl, f ac2, fac3, fac4, facS, fac6, facT, del : real;
begin { find£n }
ZeroMat( An );
if not odd(n) then
begin
facl := m * kappa;
fac2 := kappa * .kappa;
fac3 := el - fac2;
fac4 := m * m;
if ( n = 0 ) then
begin
An[1,3].y :=-1.0*facl/el;










del := ( el - ec ) / ( 2 * el );
facS := 2 * del / ( Ka * Ka );





iX ( n = 2 ) or ( n = 4 ) then
case n of
2 : begin









else An[2,3].y := fac4*fac6/el;
end;
end;
end ; { f incULn }
{ linden for a biaxial graded-index fiber }
{ where el and e3 have a parabolic profile }
{ and e2 is constant }
:= fac4*fac6/el;





















































procedure findAn( n, ,. : integer2;
el, e3, ec, kappa, Ka : real;
vat An : matrix );
vat
facl, fac2, fac3, fac4, fac5, fac6, facT, del : real;
begin { findAn }
ZeroMat( An );
if not odd(n) then
begin
facl := m * kappa;
fac2 := kappa * kappa;
fac3 := el - fac2;
fac4 := m * m;
if ( n : 0 ) then
begin
An[l,3].y :=-l.O*facl/el;
An[l,4] y :: fac3/el;
An[2,3] y :: fac4/el;
An[2,4] y := facl/el;







del := ( el - ec ) / ( 2 * el );
fac5 := 2 * del / ( Ka * Ka );





if ( n = 2 ) or ( n = 4 ) then
case n of
2 : begin





An[4,1].y := ( ec - e3 )/( Ka • Ka );
end ;
end
else An[2,3].y :: fac4*fac6/et;
end;
end;
end ; { findAn }
92
2 C
3 C This program uses an approximate analytical method to calculate


































































numMax = maximum number of layers
dSize = size of determinant array
inteEer numMax, dSize
parameter ( numMax=10, dSize=lO0 )
Input Parameters
nl --maximum value of the refractive index of the core
in _he rho and phi directions
n3 = maximum value of the refractive index in the z direction
nc = refractive index of the claddin_
a = radius of the core
mu = mode order of the solution
all1, all3 = parameters which describes the shape of the
refractive index profiles
num = number of layers ( hum .le. numMax )
KaMin = minimum value of Ka
KaMax = maximum value of Ka
numKa = number of divisions between KaMax and KaMin
KppMax = maximum value of kappa
KppMin = minimum value of kappa
numKpp = number of divisions between KppMax and KppMin
real*8 nl, n3, nc, alfl, all3, KaMax, KaMin, KppMax, KppMin,
& delKa, delKpp
integer mu, hum, numKa, numKpp
Computed Parameters
el = maximum value of permittivity of the core in the rho and
phi directions
= nl**2
e3 = maximum value of permitivity of _he core in _he z
direction
= n3..2
ec = permittiviy of claddin_ = nc**2
dell = ( el-ec )/( 2*el )
del3 = ( e3-ec )/( 2_e3 )
delKa = increment for Ka = ( KaMax-KaMin )/numKa
delKpp = increment for kappa = ( KppMaz-KppMin )/numKpp
rStep = increment for radius of layers = l.O/num
rm = array containin_ radius for each layer
eml = array containin_ permittivity in the rho and phi direction
for each layer
em3 = array containinE permittivity in the z direction
real*8 el, e3, ec, dell, de13, Kastep, rs_ep, rm(numMax+l),
eml(numMax+l), em3(numMax+l)
Program Variables
Ka = ko * a = normalized _ave number
kappa = normalized propagation constant in the longitudinal
direction
i,j ,k,loopKp,loopKa = loop variables


























































70 K oldSgn, newSgn, oldDel, newDel
71 integer i, loopKa, loopKp, loopB
72 C
73 C Parameters :for finding roots
74 C
75 real*8 errabs, errrel, a, b, eps, eta, xguess(2), x(2)
76 integer maxfn, nroots, itmax, infer(2)
77 parameter ( errabs = 0.0, errrel = le-6, maxfn = 10 )
78 parameter ( eps = 0.0, eta = le-S )
79 parameter ( nroots = 2, itmax : 10 )
80 C
81 C Declarations needed to make find]) a function of one variable




common eml, era3, rm, Ka, mu, hum
C
C ..... °°°o- ....... • ..... • ...... ''' °'" • ° ............................. " ° °°
C
C Read input parameters
C
read (7,*) hum
read (7,*) nl, alfl
read (7,*) n3, alf3
read (7,*) nc, mu
read (7,*) KaMin,KaMax,numKa
read (7,*) KppMin, KppMax, numKpp
C
if ( num .gt. numMax ) hum = numMax
if ( numKpp .gt. dsize ) numKpp = dsize
C
print *, 'nl = ', nl, 'profile parameter = alfl = '
print *, 'n3 = ', n3, 'profile parameter = all3 = '
print *, 'nc = ', nc
print *, 'number of layers = ', num
print *, 'mu = ', mu
C















dell = ( el-ec )/( 2.ei )




do 11 i = 2, hum
eml(i) = el*( 1 - 2*dell*rm(i-1)**alfl )





delKa = ( KaMax-KaMin )/numKa
nrMin = dMin1( nl, n3 )
if ( KppMax .gt. nrMin ) KppMax = nrMin


























































Loop through values of Ka
Ka = KaMin
do 70 loopKa = I, numKa+1
Loop through values of B
kappa = KppMax + delKpp
do 40 loopKp = 1, numKpp
kappa = kappa - delKpp
K(loopKp) = kappa
D(loopKp) = findD( kappa )
continue
Find roots by looking for a change in the
sign of the determinant
oldSgn = dsign( 1.OdO, D(1) )
do 50 i = 2, numKpp
newSEn = dsiEn( 1.0d0, D(i))
if ( newSgn*oldSgn .lt. 0.0 ) then
a = K(i)
b = K(i-1)
call dzbren( findD, errabs, errrel, a, b, maxfn )




Look for closely spaced roots
oldDel = D(2) - D(1)
oldSgn = dsign( 1.0d0, oldDel )
do 60 i = 3, numKpp
newDel = D(i) - D(i-1)
newSgn = dsign( 1.0dO, newDel )
if (newSgn .ne. oldSgn ) then
if ((D(i)*D(i-1) .gt. 0.0).and.(D(i)*newDel .gt. 0))then
xguess(1) = K(i-1)
xguess(2) = K(i)
call dzreal( findD, errabs, errrel, eps, eta, nroots,
k itmax, xguess, x, infer )
print 100, Ka, x(1)






Ka = Ka + delKa
c ont inue
193 C. _ ..... ° ............. • ........... °-° ° o°..oo .............. -°'° '' ........
194 C













208 complex*16 mat (4,4)




213 do 92 i = 1, 4
214 do 91 j = 1, 4
215 mat(i,j) = ( 0.0, 0.0 )
216 if ( i.eq.j ) then


















235 reals8 aml(numMax+l), em3(numMax+l), rm(numMax+l), Ka
236 integer mu, hum
237 common eml, era3, rm, Ka, mu, hUm
238 C
239 complex*f6 MI(4,4), Mm(4,4), Mtotal(4,4), Mmlnv(4,4),
240 _ prod(4,4), bndcon(4,4)
241 real*8 KppSq, pm2(numMax+l), D



































Calculate values of transverse wave number p
2
KppSq = kappa**2
do 15 i = I, num+l




call findM( MI, rm(1), pm2(1), eml(1),
& em3(1), kappa, Ka, mu, 1, num)
-I -I
Find product M (r)*M (r)*...*M (r )*M
2 1 2 2 hum num-1
(r )
hum num
call ident( Mtotal )
if (num .gt. 1 ) then
do 20 m = 2, hum
Find M (r )
m m-1
call findM( Mm, rm(m-l), pm2(m), eml(m),
em3(m), kappa, Ka, mu, m, num)
call dmcrcr( 4, 4, Mtotal, 4, 4, 4, Mm, 4, 4, 4, prod, 4 )










































call flndHI( Nmlnv, rm(m), pm2(m), eml(m),
em3(m), kappa, Ka, mu, m, num)
call dmcrcr( 4, 4, Mtotal, 4, 4, 4, Mmlnv, 4, 4, 4, prod,4 )
call dccgcg( 4, prod, 4, Mtotal, 4 )
continue
endif
Find M (r )
num+l hum
1 = num+l
call findM( Mm, rm(num), pro2(1), eml(1),
era3(1), kappa, Ka, mu, I, hum )
call dmcrcr( 4, 4, Mtotal, 4, 4, 4, Mm, 4, 4, 4, prod, 4)
call dccgcg( 4, prod, 4, Mtotal, 4 )
Find overall matrix which combines all the boundary
conditions and find determinant
do32i= I, 4
do 30 j = I, 2
bndcon(i,j) = Ml(i,j)
continue










315 subroutine findM( M, r, ktNsq, epsl, eps3, kappa, Ka, mu, layer,




321 real*8 r, ktNSq, epsl, eps3, kappa, Ka
322 integer mu, layer, hum
323 C
324 real*8 ci, c2, dl, d2, el, e2, fl, f2, x, gmmN, kiN, kl,
325 k k2, zero, facl, fat2
326 C


















facl = dsqrt( eps3/epsl )
fac2 = dsqrt( epsl*eps3 )





iS ( ktNSq .gt. 0.0 ) then
ktN= sqrt( ktNSq )
k2 = r/ kin
x = KasktNsr
call bessel( facl*x, mu, cl, c2, dl, d2, layer )






























































































EmmN = sqrt( -1.0*ktNSq )
k2 : -S.O*r /
x : Ka*gmmN*r
call mbessl( facl*x, mu, ci, c2, dl, d2, layer, hum )
call mbessl( x, mu, el, e2, fl, f2, layer, num)
endif
dcmplx( cl )
( o.o, o.o )
dcmplx( dl )
( o.o, o.o )
( o.o, o.o )
dcmplx( el )
( o.o, o.o )
dcmplx( fl )
dcmplx( kl*cl )
dcmplx( zero, k2*e2 )
dcmplx( kl*dl )
dcmplx( zero, k2*f2 )
dcmplx( zero, -1.0*k2*fac2*c2 )
dcmplx( k1*el )









real*8 r, ktNSq, epsl, eps2, kappa, Ka
integer mu, layer, num
C
C ............ .o .........................................................
C
call findM( M, r, ktNSq, epsl, eps3, kappa, Ka, mu, layer, hUm )





subroutine bessel( x, mu, c1, c2, dl, d2, layer )
C
C





parameter ( xnu = 0.0, mumax = 4 )
C
real*8 bsj (mumax+2), bsy(mumax+2)
C
C. ° °o. °o....°.o °..o°, o°,.° ° oo.... .... ° ......... °°, ......... . ........ .. °.
C
if ( mu .gt. mumax ) then
print *,'>>>Error: mu must be less than or equal to' ,mumax
print *,'>>> Program terminated due to error.'
413 stop414 endif
415 if ( layer .eq. 1 ) then
416 dl = 0.0
417 d2 = 0.0


























.eq. 0 ) then
dbsjO( x )
-1.O*dbsjl( x )
dbsjs( xnu, x, mumax+2, bsj )
bsj(mu+l)
0.5*(bsj(mu)-bsj(mu+2) )





dbsjs( rau, x, mumax+2, bsj )











450 real*8 x, cl, c2, dl, d2




455 parameter ( xnu = 0.0, mumax = 4 )
456 C































if ( mu .gt. mumax ) then
print *,'>>>Error: mu must be less than or equal to',mumax
print *,'>>> Program terminated due to error.'
stop
endif
if ( layer .eq. 1 ) then
dl = 0.0
d2 = 0.0
if ( mu .eq. 0 ) then
cl = dbsiO( x )
dbsil( x )
dbsis( xnu, x, mumax+2, bsi )
bsi(mu+l)
0.5*(bsi(mu)+bsi(mu+2) )
if (( layer .gt. 1 ) .and. ( layer .le. hum )) then
if ( mu .eq. 0 ) then
cl = dbsiO( x )
99
481 c2 = dbsil( z )
482 dl = dbskO( x )
483 d2 =-1.O*dbskl( x )
484 else
485 call dbsis( xnu, x, mumax+2, bsi )
486 call dbsks( xnu, x_ mumax+2, bsk )
487 cl = bsi(mu+l)
488 c2 -- 0.8*(bsi(mu)+bsi(mu+2) )
489 dl = bak(mu+l)
490 d2 = -0.5*(bsk(mu)+bsk(mu+2) )
491 endif
492 endif
493 if ( layer .eq. num+l ) then
494 ci = 0.0
495 C2 = 0.0
496 if ( mu .eq. 0 ) then
497 dl = dbskO( x )
498 d2 = -1.O*dbskl( x )
499 else
500 call dbsks( xnu, x, mumax+2, bsk )
501 dl = bsk(mu+l)












5]4 complex*l 6 mat (4,4)
515 real*8 D
516 C
517 complex*16 fac(4,4) ,detl
518 real*8 dot2
519 integer n, ida, Idafac, ipvt (4)
520 C




525 call dlftcg( n, mat, ida, fac, idafac, ipvt )
526 call dlfdcg( n, fac, idafac, ipvt, detl, det2 )
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